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Introduction 
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION 
The field of valuation is a comprehensive and difficult discipline in business analy-
sis. Valuation can be called a methodology within finance (Koller, Goedhart, & 
Wessels, 2005), but it is also a key property of accounting reporting. Both aspects 
are elaborated on in this thesis in order to study value issues related to the N orwe-
gian generating industry. 
Real option valuation represents a relatively new approach to valuing assets and 
companies. The concept of real options is an extension of financial options applied 
to real projects and business valuation. During the 1970s more and more research 
was conducted on derivative securities like options and futures. As a financial in-
strument with a payoff depending on the value of other securities, these became 
tools for both hedging and speculation. This lead to the famous milestones of op-
tion pricing theory written by Black & Scholes (1973), Merton (1973) and Cox, 
Ross, & Rubinstein (1979). Their techniques leant on the concept of pricing securi-
ties by arbitrage methods. 
Even if option pricing techniques were initially viewed as a rather arcane and spe-
cialized financial instrument, the researchers behind this development recognized 
early on the potential for applying the same type of approach to a variety of other 
valuation problems (Merton, 1998). Myers introduced the term "real options in 
1977 (Myers, 1977). During the last thirty years much research has been carried 
out in the field of applying option pricing theory to valuing real assets (Arnram & 
Kulatilaka, 1999; Antikarov & Copeland, 2003; Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Mun, 
2002; Schwartz & Trigeorgis, 2001; Trigeorgis, 1996; Trigeorgis, 1999). 
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1.1.1 The Advantages of a Real Option Approach in Valuation 
Two crucial aspects in valuation are the estimation of an expected growth of future 
cash flows (or dividend or residual income) and the estimation of the capital cost. 
Both aspects significantly influence value estimates. 
Estimating the capital cost is not an exact field of business research (Gjesdal & 
Johnsen, 1999). Normally, the capital cost is calculated by the capital asset pricing 
model (CAPM). However, controversy does exist as regards implementing this 
model, as e.g. elaborated by Fama & French (1992). Some real option applications 
make it possible to use risk neutral approaches (Ronn, 2002; Schwartz & Trigeor-
gis, 2001). Hence, being able to relate to the risk free rate weights heavily in favour 
of real option analyses. This point is further commented on concerning the analysis 
of investment opportunities presented in Chapter 5. 
Traditional valuation models normally assume an expected growth in the cash 
flows/dividends/residual income. Such approaches also normally consist of a ter-
minal value estimate. Conventional value estimates are hence very sensitive to the 
estimate of the expected growth. A small change in expected growth can lead to a 
significant change in the value estimate, especially the terminal value estimate. One 
should also bear in mind that it is extremely difficult to estimate expected growth 
satisfactorily. It is very hard to interpret the continuous streams of new economic 
information and transform them into changes in expected growth. Therefore, some 
researchers do question the hypothesis of full market efficiency (Cope land & Wes-
ton, 1992; Kinserdal, 2006; Kothari, 2001). 
This severe problem regarding traditional valuation also provides a strong argu-
ment in favour of choosing a real option approach when analyzing the value of 
generating companies. Real option calculations are more transparent and reveal 
transparent information concerning the value components in a total value estimate -
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while not to the same extent depending on expected growth. In a real option valua-
tion it is also easier to discuss the assumptions of the value estimates beyond the 
value of assets-in-place. Traditional valuation, through which expected growth in 
cash flows or dividends is hard to estimate, may not necessarily capture the value 
of future possibilities and may also overestimate them. It is far from obvious that a 
real option approach yields higher value than traditional net present value calcula-
tions, but real option valuation is more transparent and provides better insight into 
value components. 
Real options also describe reality and behaviour concerning economical decisions 
in a better way than the traditional neo-classical approaches. Chapter 5 is an exam-
ple of how real option thinking captures the level of investments in Norwegian 
hydropower beyond what a NPV IDCF approach is able to do. The main analysis in 
Chapter 4 also shows that real options explain the value of generating companies 
beyond that captured by earnings within a traditional valuation framework. So, the 
ability to explain economic behaviour, such as aggregate investments, is a strong 
aspect of the real option concept that should be documented by further research 
(Bulan, 2005; Kulatilaka, 1993; Pindyck, 1991). 
Nevertheless, some factors do limit the usefulness of real option approaches, both 
as regards use by firms and also research. These obstacles are not always handled 
well by advocates of real options. These disadvantages are related to the complex-
ity in the assumptions concerning the underlying asset and replication, the uncer-
tainty in different input parameters in many real option analyses and the need for 
competence in stochastic calculus for performing and understanding an analysis. 
These factors, and others, are commented on several times throughout the thesis, 
and are especially discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Therefore a kind of trade off also comes into play for users of valuation. On the 
one hand useful information can be captured by using a real option analysis, but on 
the other hand a number of complex assumptions are in need of assessment. Hence, 
real option calculations are both complicated to perform and remain uncertain, due 
to the difficulty of obtaining input parameters. This also makes it difficult to com-
municate real option analyses for decision makers. Consequently one can well un-
derstand why several people ignore the real option tool, and stick to more tradi-
tional valuation approaches - despite their shortcomings. The surveys conducted 
and reported in Chapter 3 indicate that U.S. firms, to a larger extent than European 
firms, have regarded the information provided by real option valuation as being too 
complicated to obtain, compared to the benefits of such calculations. 
1.1.2 Real Options and Accounting Disclosure 
An interesting upcoming discussion in the field of capital market based accounting 
research (CMBAR) concerns the relationship of real options and accounting disclo-
sure (Chen, Conover, & Kensinger, 2005). However, to incorporate real option 
values in accounting standards seem unrealistic. As commented on above, the val-
ues of possessing real options are difficult to measure, and in contradiction to tradi-
tional accounting principles, such as the principle of conservatism in value estima-
tion. 
Nevertheless, valuation is a core property of accounting. The disclosure of the 
presence of real options is value relevant. One field within CMBAR concerns re-
search regarding the economic consequences of increased disclosure in financial 
reporting. Some studies support the idea that the increased level of disclosure re-
duces information asymmetries thereby lowering the firms cost of capital - which is 
directly relevant for value estimates (Lang & Lundho1m, 1996; Leuz & Verrecchia, 
2000). This provides an incentive for voluntary disclosure of the relevant real op-
tions to a firm, and is an aspect for further studies and investigation concerning 
-4-
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future norms for accounting disclosure. The analyses in this thesis represent an 
argument for disclosure of real options in accounting reporting. 
This thesis has investigated real option aspects related to the Norwegian generation 
industry. Improvements and extensions of existing plants and new investment pro-
jects are highly value relevant, and would increase the relevance for users wanting 
to assess the value of a generation company. As commented on several times in this 
thesis, such information is more transparent and easier to discuss compared to a 
less precise estimate on expected growth in cash flows or dividends. However, 
such information should be qualitative and tentative without including the calcula-
tion of option values dependent on too many uncertain factors. These recommenda-
tions can be found in Chapter 3. 
1.2 THE RESEARCH PROBLEM OF THE THESIS 
The purpose of this thesis is, through the myopic perspective of real option theory, 
to study and value generation assets. This is applied to the context of the Norwe-
gian generation industry, in which companies are mainly hydropower generators. 
This industry is complex. Hence, it comes as no surprise that little research has 
been carried out in this field. Nevertheless, by applying the real option concept, 
this thesis provides deeper insight into valuation aspects of generation assets, gen-
erating companies and the Norwegian power system. The thesis also contributes to 
the literature on real option applications. 
Other value relevant factors, such as operational management and financial hedg-
ing strategies, are deemed outside the scope of this study. 
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To summarize, the following overall research question for the thesis can be de-
fined: 
How can real options explain and provide a better understanding of 
the value of generation assets and generation companies? 
Chapters 4 - 6 show empirical analyses of hydropower generation. Empirical evi-
dence of the explanatory power of real options remains a rather immature part of 
real option research (Schwartz & Trigeorgis, 2001). Real options have mainly been 
recommended based on conceptual and theoretical research. The empirical findings 
in this thesis are thus of interest far outside the boundaries of this industry in one 
country. The evidence given in Chapter 4 and 5, confirming real options behaviour, 
do therefore provide a contribution. 
The approaches presented in Chapters 4 - 6 are certainly not the most advanced in 
the field of real option valuation. Nevertheless, advantages do arise through omit-
ting the most sophisticated models and sticking to simplified approaches that, 
without being too complicated, capture the value of flexibility. This choice avoids 
comprehensive discussions as to whether strict assumptions are met or not in the 
analyses. This aspect is especially elaborated on in Chapter 3, but is also discussed 
in Chapter 5 and 6. 
Some properties of the generation industry meet the requirements for making a real 
option approach especially useful. The generation industry has dynamic character-
istics and is exposed to risk; there is an efficient market for trading electricity 
(Nord Pool), with both a spot and forward/future market. Electricity makes up then 
an obvious underlying asset for various real options. 
-6-
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This all resulted in some different perspectives of valuation issues related to this 
industry, as presented in this thesis. The analyses performed (Chapters 4-6) will 
provide more insight into the complex topic of valuation in the complex industry of 
electricity generation. 
1.3 THE GENERATION INDUSTRY OF NORWAY 
The real option approach for valuation is applied to one specific industry in the 
Norwegian context; the electricity generation industry. This industry is of great 
importance in Norway. The value of the assets in the industry was estimated at 
NOK 400 bn (EUR 50 bn) in 2004 (Sande & Thomson, 2004), and considerably 
more in 2007. The oil and gas industry alone controls higher values. 
Norwegian electricity generation is almost entirely hydro based; 99 % by 2006 
(The Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, 2006). Norway is the 6th largest hydroe-
lectric generator in the world! (NVE, 2003), and together with Iceland, the country 
with the relatively largest portion of hydroelectric energy (NVE, 2007). The hydro 
based system with mainly hydro based operators has some significant implications 
that are discussed throughout the thesis. 
1 Behind Canada, Brazil, U. S., China and Russia 
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The main background factor for analyzing the electricity industry in Norway is the 
Energy Act of 19902. The Norwegian Government implemented this Act in order to 
make electricity markets more competitive (Al-Sunaidy and Green, 2005). Norway 
is considered one of the pioneers with regard to the restructuring of the electricity 
market. The purpose of the new law was to secure that production, transmission, 
distribution and sale of electricity took place in an economically rational way. This 
opened up for a profound restructuring of the industry, included the establishment 
of the Nordic power exchange Nord pooe. This market is organised to satisfy a 
number of participants with comprehensive trading of futures, forwards and op-
tions. Hence, the time frame of all the analyses in this thesis is related to the post 
deregulation period, 1991 to 2007. 
The Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate (NVE) regulates the in-
dustry. NVE is subordinated to the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, and is re-
sponsible for the administration of Norway's water and energy resources. The in-
crease in electricity prices (see Chapter 4, 5 and 6) has lead to considerable in-
crease in licence applications to NVE for small scale hydropower plants, as illus-
trated in Figure 1.1. 
2 The Energy Act (short form) of "Law of production, transformation, transmission, sale, 
distribution and use etc." of 29th June 1990 No. 50. The Act was implemented 1 st January 
1991. 
3 An electricity pool was established which in 1996 was extended to incorporate Sweden 
in what was thereafter called Nord Pool, the world's first multi-national electricity market. 
Later on, Finland and Denmark have joined Nord Pool. 
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Figure 1.1: Approved licences from NVE concerning small scale hydro power genera-
tion. 
The deregulation4 also led to a separation of generation and transmission and 
opened up for mergers and acquisitions in the industry. Public ownership was no 
longer required. Electric utilities were prior to restructuring, controlled by public 
owners such as municipalities, counties and the state. The new situation brought 
about a market for buying and selling these electric utilities. Since deregulation of 
the energy sector in 1991, there have been over 430 transactions of the total or 
considerable parts of electricity producers, vertically integrated companies and 
transmission enterprises, involving both domestic and foreign private investors. All 
these transactions have included assessment of the value of the companies in-
4 Or more precisely reregulation, since the transmission and distribution networks contin-
ued to be natural monopolies and were, and still are, regulated (Al-Sunaidy and Green, 
2005). 
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volved, creating a need for qualified appraisals of business value. Almost all of 
these companies were unlisted, limiting the access to value relevant information 
and complicating business value calculations. 
The deregulation of the industry implied an emerging new market for tradable elec-
tric utilities. From being publicly owned, the companies became of interest to pri-
vate investors - as in other industries with competition. While transmission still 
was, and is, a monopoly, for obvious reasons, real competition in generation and 
supply came into being. The majority of the production capacity is still publicly 
owned. The dominant state owned company Statkraft SF owns 35 %, municipali-
ties and counties own approximately 55 % and private investors 10 % according to 
EBL (2006). By 2003 more than 21 % of the hydro power plants were owned by 
private investors and of 346 hydro power plants 63 were partially, and 74 fully 
privately owned. 
The deregulation of the hydropower dominated system (Norwegian and Nordic) 
has made electricity prices extremely volatile. Electricity prices have in this context 
some special dynamic characteristics that must be discussed in some depth in sev-
eral of the chapters in this thesis. It is certainly true to say that calculating the value 
of generating assets and generation companies is a complex and challenging task. 
The Energy Act has not so far passed the test of providing the right incentives for 
investments in more generation capacity. Consensus appears to exist that Norway 
will need to consider substantial additions to its generating capacity over the next 
years (The Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, 2006). International connections 
may play a role, but constraints on transmission and hesitance in long-term com-
mitments by participants, question the viability of such solutions. The government 
has announced general limits to new large-scale hydropower projects. Gas-fired 
thermal generation plants are being built, but further thermal generation, (gas-fired, 
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coal-fired or nuclear) seems highly uncertain. Wind generation is also a supply 
option, but also presents problems associated to profitability and the environment. 
As a result, electricity prices may rise to narrow the gap between supply and de-
mand. Moreover, if the supply side is constrained as well as random, the result 
could be increasing price instability or even severely limited in "dry" years. These 
factors are underlying framework conditions for the analyses in Chapters 4 - 6. 
Some are further discussed as motivation in these chapters. 
As stressed by F0rsund (2005) any analysis of hydropower generation should take 
into consideration the dynamic characteristics of the industry. A key optimalization 
problem faced by operators will be when to make use of the water in the reservoirs. 
Any generation can alternatively be performed later when prices may be even 
higher. Hence, the concept of alternative cost becomes essential. Any realistic 
modelling of hydropower should therefore take into consideration the stochastic 
nature of the relevant variables. This is therefore implemented in the key analyses 
of both Chapters 4,5 and 6. 
The stochastic nature calls for a methodology to handle the uncertainty so promi-
nent in this industry. One approach is stochastic dynamic programming (S-E. 
Fleten & Wallace, 2002). Another approach is the real option approach 
(Hlouskova, Kossmeier, Obersteiner, & Schnabl, 2005). Real options, as a tech-
nique to capture the value of flexibility in an uncertain environment, become ex-
tremely relevant for this industry. Nevertheless, there are few studies of the Nor-
wegian electricity industry in light of real option theory, with some notable excep-
tions mainly related to plant level studies (Botterud, 2003; B0ckman, Fleten, 
Juliussen, Langhammer, & Revdal, 2008; S.-E. Fleten, Maribu, & Wangensteen, 
2007). Real option analyses of generating companies are non-existent, making the 
analysis performed in Chapter 6 particularly interesting. This chapter presents 
unique data for a valuation analysis. However, the thesis fits in with the tradition of 
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applying real options in the energy sector (Ronn, 2002; Schwartz & Trigeorgis, 
2001). 
The complex taxation of the industry is mainly held outside the studies presented. 
However, in Chapter 4, information and comments are provided concerning taxa-
tion, while this aspect is ignored in the analyses conducted in Chapters 5 and 6. 
1.4 THESIS STRUCTURE AND OUTLINE 
The structure of the thesis and the interaction between the papers or chapters is 
illustrated in Figure 1.2. A summary of the key references and the key findings of 
Chapter 5 - 8 are shown in Table 1.1. 
Chapter 3 presents a somewhat different type of study to those handled in Chapters 
4, 5 and 6. This chapter provides a general discussion and study of the real option 
tool and looks into why this technique only to a very limited extent has been 
adopted by firms. It is a qualitative study of the general use of the real option tech-
nique in capital budgeting and valuation issues. The chapter also provides some 
recommendations to practitioners. The three other papers are quantitative analyses 
of value aspects in the industry. Chapter 4 consists of the main analysis of the the-
sis, where the pricing of companies, or parts of companies, in the generation indus-
try after the deregulation in 1991, is analysed in the light of real option theory. 
Chapter 5 and 6 elaborate two types of real options relevant in the industry; growth 
options and switching options. Chapter 5 is a valuation study of investment oppor-
tunities in hydropower and of the optimal trigger price for initiating an investment. 
Finally, chapter 6, presents an analysis of the switching option values of a mainly 
hydropower based operator restricted by long term industry contracts when thermal 
generation is supplemented. 
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1.4.1 Chapter 2: Theoretical Foundation and Methodology 
The chapter provides a brief positioning of real option valuation within the tradi-
tions of the comprehensive discipline of business and asset valuation. The chapter 
also presents a discussion of the methodological aspects of the thesis, the empirical 
material as well as an assessment of the chosen research designs. 
1.4.2 Chapter 3 (paper 1): The Use, Abuse and Lack of Use of Real Op-
tions 
Real options have for almost three decades existed as a prominent feature of capital 
budgeting. The technique of incorporating the value of flexibility in project and 
business evaluation by applying tools from financial option valuation has been 
widely accepted and applied as an innovation within the academy. 
Nevertheless, surveys show that in business practice, the real option approach is 
only used in a limited way when assessing project and business values. Few firms 
have followed the academic recommendations to use this technique. How can this 
paradox be explained? This paper summarizes the current status of real option ap-
plication and further discusses this issue by taking into consideration institutional 
theory. Moreover, by illustrating the use of real options in the Norwegian genera-
tion industry, the paper suggests when and how real options are relevant, and also 
when obvious limitations exist regarding the relevance of this valuation technique. 
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Table 1.1: Selection of key references for the different chapters as well as the main 
contribution from the studies. 
Chap- Topic / Key references with Contribution 
ter Short title keywords 
The Use, Abuse • Graham & Harvey (2001) - • Explanations, rooted 
3 and Lack of Use Survey of the use of capital in different scientific of Real Options budgeting techniques paradigms, concerning 
among U.S. firms. the limited use of real 
• Brounen, de Jong, & options in business 
Koedijk (2004) - Survey of practices. 
the use of capital budgeting • Recommendation 
techniques among Euro- about when and how 
pean firms. to use real options in 
valuation and capital 
budgeting. 
Explaining the • Frankel & Lee (1998) - • Real options contrib-
4 Value 
of Elec- The use of residual income ute to explaining and 
tric Utilities valuation (Feltham & Ohl- understanding the 
son, 1995). value of electric utili-
• Beaver, Eger, Ryan, & ties involved in trans-
W olfson (1989) - Incre- actions after deregula-
mental explanation of value tion. 
by additional disclosure. 
Investment • Dixit & Pindyck (1994)- • Demonstration of an 
5 Opportunities Real option model frame- alternative approach Value and Op- work that enables the calcu- to calculating the 
timal Timing lation of the value of in- value of hydropower 
vestment opportunities as investment opportuni-
well as optimal trigger price ties. 
for the timing of an invest- • Consistency between 
ment real option theory and 
aggregate investment 
behaviour. 
The Value of • Kulatilaka (1988) - Model • Quantification of the 
6 Operational framework to calculate switching option value Flexibility switching option values. when introducing 
Adding Thermal thermal generation for 
to Hydro a mainly hydro based 
operator restricted by 
long term industry 
contracts. 
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1.4.3 Chapter 4 (paper 2): Explaining the Value of Electric Utilities by Real 
Options - An Application to Norway 
Since deregulation of the energy market in Norway, there have been a number of 
mergers and acquisitions of electric utilities. (This involves companies operating in 
the fields of power generation, transmission, distribution and the sale of electric-
ity). In all these transactions the companies have been valued. The value has often 
significantly exceeded the book value recorded through use of equity and tradi-
tional NPV IDCF valuation. This particularly applies to generating companies. How 
can this premium be explained? Real option theory is in this study applied in order 
to explain the difference between actual transaction value (market value) and the 
value based on traditional approach of expected earnings. The residual income 
model proposed by Feltham & Ohlson (1995) is considered. 
The empirical analysis shows that an enhancement in explanatory power of 100 % 
is brought about through the introduction of independent variables based on real 
option theory. This supports the use of real options in helping to explain transac-
tion values in this industry during the past decade. 
1.4.4 Chapter 5 (paper 3): A Real Option Analysis of Investments in Hydro-
power - The Case of Norway 
This paper presents a valuation study of hydropower investment opportunities in 
the Norwegian context. According to NVE (Norwegian Water Resources and En-
ergy Directorate, the regulator) an energy potential of 39 TWh has not yet been 
developed (generation in a normal year is approximately 120 TWh). 
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Figure 1.2: Illustration of the structure and interaction of the different parts of the 
thesis. 
By using the conceptual real option framework suggested by Dixit & Pindyck 
(1994) one can estimate the value of investment opportunities to NOK 11 mil-
lion/GWh (EUR 1.4 million/GWh). Furthermore, the optimal trigger price for initi-
ating an investment based on electricity forward prices is calculated to NOK 
O.32/kWh (EUR O.04/kWh). The analysis shows consistency between real option 
theory and aggregate investment behaviour in Norwegian hydropower. 
1.4.5 Chapter 6 (paper 4): The Value of Operational Flexibility by Adding 
Thermal to Hydropower - a Real Option Approach 
This paper presents a valuation study of operational flexibility for a hydropower 
operator restricted by contracts to deliver a steady flow of electricity to the contract 
counterpart. The hydropower operator has the flexibility to deliver from own pro-
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duction of hydro-electric generation, or deliver by buying option contracts of elec-
tricity from thermal electricity producers. The option may be in the form of a call 
option, or may be an implicit option created by having a separate thermal electric-
ity plant that can be switched on and off. Long term industry contracts can make 
some operators obligated to always generate at a certain minimum level. Such op-
erators cannot save the water in the reservoirs for peak price periods if this action 
compromises their ability to deliver the contracted minimum. If thermal generation 
is added and controlled, flexibility is enhanced and hence more generation can be 
allowed in peak price periods. 
To assess this value of operational flexibility the switching option model of Kulati-
laka (1988) is applied. The numerical calculations, introducing nuclear, coal fired 
or gas fired generation, show an option value for a hydro operator also controlling 
thermal generation ofNOK 65/ NOK 45/ NOK 13, respectively, per MWh yearly 
generation capacity. 
1.5 SUMMARY AND KEY CONTRIBUTIONS 
The following list summarizes the key findings and key contribution of this thesis: 
• Chapter 3: The discussion contributes to the general discussion regarding the 
seldom use of real option by practitioners. The study offers explanations rooted 
in different scientific paradigms to explain the limited use of real options in 
business practices. In addition, the discussion provides recommendations con-
cerning when and how a real option approach may prove beneficial for busi-
nesses in their capital budgeting and valuation analyses. 
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• Chapter 4: This chapter addresses the ambitious task of attempting to explain 
the value of generating companies in this complex industry. The models pre-
sented, based on unique data, provide insight into understanding value and 
value components of electric utilities. Despite some disputable factors, the re-
sults do support real options as contributing to value explanation. Hence, this 
empirical study contributes to the literature on real option applications. 
• Chapter 5: The analysis demonstrates an approach for calculating the value of 
hydropower investment opportunities as well as optimal trigger price for initi-
ating such an investment. The chapter provides evidence of consistency be-
tween real option theory and aggregate investment behaviour and offers a 
trustworthy level of the forward electricity price as trigger for an investment. 
• Chapter 6: This study calculates the switching option values of operational 
flexibility gained when adding nuclear, coal fired and gas fired power plants to 
a mainly hydro based operator restricted by long term industry contracts. By 
switching to thermal in some parts of the year the operator is able to save more 
water in magazine reservoirs for peak price periods. The switching option 
value is highest for nuclear and lowest for gas fired thermal generation. If 
thermal capacity is rented from another operator the option value is depending 
on the agreed price. Hence, from the viewpoint of flexibility, the least profit-
able alternative is gas-fired thermal generation - paradoxically the only ther-
mal generation actually implemented in the Norwegian power system. The 
study shows that option values may in some situations be significant and 
should be taken into consideration either 1) in assessment of own thermal in-
vestments, or 2) in negotiations with thermal operators of option contracts. The 
results can also to a certain extent be applied for justifying Governmental sub-
sidies at system level. 
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL FOUNDATION AND METH-
ODOLOGY 
2.1 VALUATION 
Valuation of both assets and companies is a difficult business. There are always a 
number of uncertain assumptions involved. Therefore, a number of different ap-
proaches and techniques do exist. These can yield a variety of value estimates 
based on various input assumptions that can also be of a subjective nature (Dahl, 
Hansen, Hoff, & Kinserdal, 1996). According to Damodaran (2007) too many 
valuation models make it hard to find the most suitable one for the case in hand. 
In general, one can separate valuation models into intrinsic, relative and option 
based valuation (Damodaran, 2002; Koller, Goedhart, & Wessels, 2005; Soffer & 
Soffer, 2003). Intrinsic valuation is based on neo-classical net present valuation 
(NPV). Typical models are the dividend model and cash-flow model (DCF) or the 
accounting based super-profit model (Penman, 2001), the Economic Value Added 
model (EVA) (Stern Stewart, 1994) and the residual income model (RI) (Feltham 
& Ohlson, 1995). These models should in principle yield the same results when 
applied consistently with the same assumptions (Fernandez, 2003; Gjesdal & John-
sen, 1999). The RI model is considered in Chapter 4. 
Relative valuation is fairly easy to apply and hence popular among consultants and 
practitioners (Damodaran, 2002). By using multiplicatives one can make compari-
sons between companies (Price/Book, Price/Earnings, Price/Sale) (Bhoraj & Lee, 
2002; Dyrnes, 2004). However, this approach is not considered in this thesis be-
cause of the theoretical shortcomings. Nevertheless, as regards the valuation of 
generation assets, the industry norm is to measure value per kWh yearly capacity. 
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Normal value typically ranges from NOK 2.00 to NOK 2.50/kWh average yearly 
generation capacity. This represents a kind of relative valuation which is com-
mented on and calculated as a part of the main analysis in Chapter 4. 
Option based valuation is often considered as the third approach to business valua-
tion (Koller et al., 2005). The value of a company can be considered according to 
the sum of the following three components (R0dland, 2004): 
1. The value of existing operations (with yearly production and cash flow). 
2. The value of already decided developments. 
3. The value of investment opportunities. 
The third component concerns the value of one or several real options. Hence, op-
tion pricing can be used for quantifying e.g. future possibilities or the value of pos-
sessing operational flexibility. This value of flexibility has been acknowledged by 
researchers as well as practitioners as an essential part of valuation. Traditional, 
neo-classical valuation approaches, neglect this important aspect and can therefore 
fail to incorporate a substantial part of business value. 
2.2 REAL OPTIONS 
Real options, as a part of business valuation, are legitimate as tools for handling 
and quantifying flexibility. This holds relevance because the future will always 
remain uncertain. As new information is revealed, management can adjust and 
respond to this new information. The value of flexibility, in for instance gauging 
growth opportunities, is incorporated in a real option analysis. A number of scien-
tists have criticized traditional NPV IDCF analysis for ignoring flexibility 
(Berkovitch & Israel, 2004; Brennan & Schwartz, 1986; Kulatilaka, 1993; Mun, 
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2002; Myers, 1987). DCF techniques were conventionally developed to value 
"passive" financial instruments such as bonds and stocks (Trigeorgis, 1996). Some 
call NPV/DCF a "naive rule" (Milne & Whalley, 2000) when applied to project 
and business valuation. Ross (1995) even says that "optionality is ubiquitous and 
unavoidable" concerning valuation issues, and thereby indicates that options 
should always be included in valuation. 
The above factors lead to an extension of the classical NPV rool as proposed by 
Trigeorgis (1993 b ): 
Expanded (strategic) NPV = static (passive) NPV of expected cash flows 
+ value of options from active management 
This option component has lead to the elaboration of different types of real options 
such as (this is by no means a complete list as compared to that found in different 
textbooks on the topic, but represents the most considered and relevant real op-
tions): 
Growth options 
The value of a company exceeds the market value of the assets currently in place 
because the firm may have the opportunity to undertake positive NPV projects in 
the future. Standard capital budgeting techniques involve establishing the present 
value of these projects based on anticipated implementation dates. However, this 
implicitly assumes that the firm is committed to going ahead with the projects. 
Since management does not need to make such a commitment, they retain the op-
tion to implement purely those projects appearing profitable at the time of initia-
tion. The value of these options should be considered when valuing the firm (Ke-
ster, 1984). The growth potential of investment and expansion opportunities IS 
central in Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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Option to expand / option to contract 
If an investment turns out positive, this can lead to an upscaling which represents 
value. An initial investment serves as an entrance to incremental upgrading when 
more information is revealed. Correspondingly, many projects can be designed in a 
way that output can be contracted in the future. 
Option to defer 
To be able to postpone an investment before final commitment also represents 
value for an investor (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Ingesoll & Ross, 1992; McDonald & 
Siegel, 1986). When the environment is uncertain and prices, in particular, are 
volatile, this kind of option must be considered. The option to defer, and hence to 
choose when to start a project is central in the analysis performed in Chapter 5. 
Option to switch 
Having the ability to switch between different input factors, for instance when 
prices are volatile (e.g. gas versus oil), provides a switching opportunity which in 
turn represents genuine value. A switching option enables operating in two or sev-
eral modes. A considerable amount of literature exists on the subject of elaborating 
this type of real options (Antikarov & Copeland, 2003; Kogut & Kulatilaka, 1994; 
Kulatilaka, 1993; Kulatilaka & Trigeorgis, 1994). Switching option values is the 
main focus of the analysis conducted in Chapter 6. 
Option to abandon 
A company often has the option to close down a project during its life. This option 
is known as an abandonment option. Abandonment options, which are the right to 
sell the cash flows over the remainder of the project's life for some salvage value, 
resemble American put options. If the market value of the project is lower than the 
value of the invested assets, this would be a put option with an exercise price equal 
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to the value of the sold assets. This real option variant is elaborated on by Myers & 
Majd (1990). 
This option type is relevant in relation to the establishment of wind mill parks. In 
contrast to a hydropower plant, a wind mill plant is not an irreversible investment 
and can be decoupled in the future if, for some reason, this is deemed desirable. 
The equipment can still be used or sold and hence represents a value. This issue is 
not though investigated in any depth in this thesis. 
Compound options 
Compound options refer to an option on options, like sequential growth opportuni-
ties. The value of compound options is studied by e.g. Geske (1979). 
Multiple interacting options 
There is often an interaction of several real options both in project as well as busi-
ness valuation. This complicates an option based valuation analysis. As profoundly 
discussed by Trigeorgis, (1993a) different real options are seldom additive. This 
complicates real option valuation. In this thesis however, no problem exists with 
interacting option components, as shown and discussed in Chapters 4-6. 
All these option variations can be associated with the value of flexibility. The vari-
ety of types also illustrates how general option values can be applied, and thus 
shows the importance in any valuation (Ross, 1995). 
2.3 VALUATION OF REAL OPTIONS 
There are basically four techniques for valuing real options, which are appropriate 
mentioning in this introduction (Sick & Gamba, 2007 forthcoming). Each approach 
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has its advantages and disadvantages which are briefly commented on. A feature is 
that many simple option valuation formulas are designed for European options, 
whereas most real options are in fact of the American type. 
1. Closed form analytical solution includes the famous Black & Scholes formula 
(1973). But even if it is desirable to generate analytical solutions for real option 
issues, it is usually hard to meet the requirements and assumptions. Neverthe-
less, the approach in Chapter 5 includes both a brief discussion and an applica-
tion ofa model yielding an analytical solution (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994). 
2. Numerical solutions to partial differential equations (PDEs). This approach is 
relatively widely used within the academy. Software tools are also available in 
order to operationalize and value real options. This methodology is not though 
further mentioned or applied in this thesis. 
3. Lattice, binomial tree (Cox, Ross, & Rubinstein, 1979). This is a simple ap-
proach, but very useful in communicating real option values. The main limita-
tion is that only one risk driver may be included in order not to make the lattice 
too complicated. This approach is discussed and used in Chapter 6. 
4. Simulation models (e.g. Monte Carlo). This approach is also widely used in 
academic circles, and is more advanced in coping with several risk drivers 
(Mun, 2003). However, no simulation is performed in this thesis. 
The above shows that there is an abundance of approaches to real option valuation. 
This is also one of the reasons for there being somewhat of a mismatch between 
academic circles and practitioners - a subject further discussed in Chapter 3. These 
techniques can be viewed as compatible, but the choice of valuation approach in 
any given situation depends on the business concerned, the purpose of valuation 
etc. As further discussed in Chapter 3, it is not always possible to capture reason-
able calculated estimations of real option values. Hence a qualitative approach 
remains the only fruitful way of applying the real option concept. 
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2.4 METHODOLOGY 
This part of the chapter addresses the methodological foundation for the thesis and 
accounts for the empirical data used in the analyses. The research design is descrip-
tive, causal and normative. The thesis is mainly based on secondary data with sub-
sequent quantitative analyzing techniques. The exception is Chapter 3 (paper 1) in 
which use is made of some primary data and a literature review. 
This chapter starts with a brief discussion of real options and the philosophy of 
science. Then the applied statistical and econometric methods are briefly accounted 
for and assessed. This is followed by a discussion of the primary and secondary 
data and the unit of the analyses. 
2.5 REAL OPTIONS AND PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 
A discussion of the real option concept is presented here in the light of the philoso-
phy of science. This clarifies and defines the fundamental assumption concerning 
this relatively new approach for valuation issues. Real options have been termed a 
"new paradigm" and "revolution" (Antikarov & Copeland, 2003; Schwartz & 
Trigeorgis, 2001). Hence, one can ask: is such terminology suitable and appropriate 
or is it too bombastic? 
Research within finance and investments are traditionally mainly positivistic or 
post-positivistic. No great tradition exists for the discussion of aspects concerning 
the philosophy of science. The research is often based on rationality, testing hy-
potheses and searching for causality. However, there has been an emerging trend 
known as behavioural finance which challenges the traditional approach for re-
search within this discipline. Within accounting and management accounting con-
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siderably more research has been done with coming awareness of revealing knowl-
edge based on a phenomenological approach (Burrell & Morgan, 1979; Hopper & 
Powell, 1985; Husserl, 1946; Miller, 1994). 
Valuation has for a long time been dominated by NPV and/or DCF analysis. These 
techniques have for decades been advocated and recommended within business 
education and finance research. The introduction of the option approach therefore 
represented something new and different when introduced in the late 1970's. By 
including option values, one was able to measure the value of flexibility thereby 
providing a better foundation for business decisions. 
Nevertheless, to use the phrase "new paradigm" or "revolution" is to be too bom-
bastic. The term paradigm of studies refers to the American philosopher Thomas 
Kuhn (1961). And even if he was not consistent in his use of the concepti, his main 
point was that a paradigm is a set of models, techniques and approaches within a 
research discipline. Through so called "scientific revolutions" one could achieve 
remarkable breakthroughs and lift a research discipline to another level; another 
paradigm. 
However, these characteristics do not fit in with the introduction of real options. 
Real options represent an innovation and development of valuation procedures. But 
one still operates within the frame ofNPV valuation as seen by the equation above 
1 According" to Masterman (1970) Kuhn uses the term "paradigm" in 21 different ways in 
"The Structure of Scientific Revolutions". 
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(page 19) conceived by Trigeorgis (1993b). Option values have always existed and 
have been known intuitively, but the real options approach makes it easier to quan-
tify and measure the value of flexibility. A real option valuation does not therefore 
replace traditional valuation, but it is a useful supplement and extension in a num-
ber of situations (Damodaran, 1999b; Kemna, 1993; MacMillan & van Putten, 
2004). 
Kuhn also classifies the different disciplines of science to operate in a prenormal 
versus a normal scientific phase. Research within finance and valuation should be 
considered to be operating in a normal scientific phase because a set of standards 
and norms exist about how to perform research in these areas. 
The research tradition within quantitative analysis in finance, such as valuation, is 
therefore more related to the natural sciences and can be termed as operating in a 
normal scientific phase based on a positivistic heritage. There is no crisis within the 
research discipline, and therefore the real option approach is just an innovation to 
deepen and improve the already accumulated knowledge of valuation. Hence, to 
call real options a "new paradigm" and "revolution" is to be too enthusiastic and 
bombastic. Real options fit more into the term "revolution in permanence" as used 
by Popper (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Lowe, 1991). Nevertheless, real options 
should always be included in valuation analysis (Ross, 1995), and when and how 
will be further discussed and commented on in Chapter 3. 
Except for some aspects discussed in chapter 3, this thesis is therefore mainly 
founded on and follows the mainstream positivistic or more precisely post-
positivistic tradition of finance research. But furthermore, the thesis can also be 
referred to as instrumental and normative. Real options are recommended as an 
instrument for calculating better value estimates. The lack of use of this approach is 
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criticised, so by incorporating real option aspects, the thesis gives suggestions in 
how to improve decisions and valuation procedures. 
I do not though abandon the idea that other platforms relating to the philosophy of 
science can shed light over research questions in finance (Elster, 1989). There is a 
tendency to operate in only one scientific paradigm. This can limit the possibility 
of revealing new knowledge as pointed out by e.g. !ttner & Larcker (2001) - in this 
case concerning management accounting. This thesis represents a modest contribu-
tion with regard to including alternative perspectives on the research questions 
discussed. Nevertheless, the major parts are rooted in a post-positivistic, traditional 
approach of finance and accounting research. 
2.6 RESEARCH DESIGN 
The thesis is characterized by causal design with regard to Chapter 4 (paper 2) and 
considerable parts of Chapter 5 (paper 3) and 6 (paper 4). Chapter 4 aims to explain 
the value of generating companies. In Chapter 5 there is an explanation of the low 
level of hydropower investments during the recent decade, while Chapter 6 in-
cludes an explanation of the forward-spot spread of some electricity prices on N ord 
Pool. Chapter 5 and the first part of Chapter 6 also has a descriptive nature in its 
research approach; Chapter 5 concerning the value of investment opportunities in 
hydropower, and Chapter 6 regarding switching option values when several gener-
ating technologies are involved. Chapter 3 (paper 1) is of a somewhat different 
nature and can be better considered as an explorative study. It discusses why real 
options are not more widely used by firms, and how real options should be used to 
give the most benefit for managers and owners. There is a normative aspect in 
Chapter 4 in the assessment of the value of generation assets. 
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Other methodological aspects such as research approach, the data and unit of 
analysis are summarized in Table 2.1. As the table shows this thesis represents a 
broader methodological approach compared to traditional finance and valuation 
research. 
The analysis performed in Chapters 4 - 6 are all based on famous models in the 
valuation and real option literature. In Chapter 4 the residual income valuation 
model of Feltham & Ohlson (1995) is considered. To use this model in valuation 
does not present big problems, as there is a considerable tradition of using this 
model in many applications in the field of financial accounting research (Bernard, 
1995; Dechow, Hutton, & Sloan, 1999; Lundholm, O'Keefe, & Feltham, 2001). 
The models used in Chapter 5 and 6 (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994; Kulatilaka, 1988) are 
among the most prominent, well-known and respected models within the real op-
tion literature. The first one makes use of continuous time whereas the other uses 
discrete time. These models are also adopted and applied in a variety of settings. 
Nevertheless, the discussions in these chapters concerning the application of such 
models to the context of this thesis illustrate the complexity and challenging nature 
of empirical research on real options. Some strong assumptions have to be made, 
but not as strong as those applying the Black & Scholes formula in real options 
settings (Kemna, 1993). Weaknesses and problems in the model applications are 
discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. However, the findings provide insight and enable 
capturing the option values of flexibility. But due to their complexity, the results 
need to be interpreted with caution. 
The linear regressions performed in Chapters 4 and 6 are accompanied by standard 
econometric discussions of basic assumptions and limitations in the interpretations 
of the results. 
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Table 2.1: Summarization of some methodological aspects of the thesis. 
No. 
Chapter 3 
(paper 1) 
Chapter 4 
(paper 2) 
Chapter 5 
(paper 3) 
Chapter 6 
(paper 4) 
Research methods 
Literature review 
Meetings, telephone 
calls and e-mails with 
financial managers of 
generating companies 
Linear regressIOn 
analysis and the re-
sidual income valua-
tion model of 
Feltham & Ohlson 
(1995) 
The model frame-
work of Dixit & 
Pindyck (1994) based 
on stochastic calculus 
Linear regressIOn 
analysis and the 
model of Kulatilaka 
(1988) 
Simulation program-
ming in R 
Data source and type 
Primary data (meetings, e-
mails, telephone calls) 
Secondary data from litera-
ture review 
Secondary data from the 
database of Europower AS 
(transactions of companies) 
and Bronn0ysund Register 
Centre (accounting data) 
Secondary data from Nord 
Pool (electricity spot and 
forward prices) 
Secondary data from Nord 
Pool (electricity spot and 
forward prices) and NVE, 
the regulator (national water 
reservoir level statistics) 
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Unit of 
analysis 
Firm level 
(industry 
level) 
Firm level 
Firm level 
(plant level) 
(industry 
level) 
Firm level 
(industry 
level) 
(system level) 
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2.6.1 Data 
The secondary data used in the analyses of this thesis is collected from N ord Pool, 
NVE, Europower AS and Bronn0ysund Register Centre. In Chapter 3 there is some 
primary data collected through meetings, telephone calls and interviews. 
The Nordic power exchange Nord Pool has offered free access to their FTP server 
where daily data for spot prices as well as forwards and futures prices are available. 
The structure of the contracts traded is adapted to the need of the participants (Nord 
Pool, 2005). The analysis in Chapter 5 relates to the longest forward contracts, 
while Chapter 6 makes use of the shorter ones. The consideration for making the 
choices is found within these chapters. 
The magazine reservoir level statistics are made publicly available on the NVE 
web pages. NVE discloses on a weekly basis the levels in percent of maximum 
national reservoir capacity. The accounting data for the companies analysed in 
Chapter 4 is obtained from The Bronn0ysund Register Centre. The data became 
available through an agreement. 
The data from Nord Pool, NVE and The Br0llll0ysund Register Centre are easy to 
relate to and no substantial concern with regard to validity and reliability exists. 
However, the data from Europower AS should undergo such a discussion. As 
pointed out in Chapter 4, there is some uncertainty involved in the data that can 
have caused biases in the analysis. The chapter includes though an appraisal of the 
validity and reliability of the data set. The data collection for Chapter 4 has repre-
sented a major challenge, and has absorbed much time and taken much effort in the 
preparation of this thesis. 
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2.6.2 Unit of Analysis 
The primary unit of analysis in this thesis is power generation companies, alterna-
tively termed firm level. Companies owning generation assets, involved in a 
merger or acquisition, are studied and analyzed in Chapter 4. Concerning the study 
of investment opportunities in Chapter 5, the focus is primarily on the impact on 
value for companies. And chapter 6, concerning switching opportunities caused by 
different generation technologies, addresses the value implications for companies 
restricted in generation by long term industry contracts. The use of real options at 
firm level is studied in Chapter 3. 
Nevertheless, as Table 2.1 shows, there are several comments throughout the thesis 
concerning both the plant level and the system level (industry level). So even if the 
firm level is of primary concern in the thesis, there are aspects found in both Chap-
ters 3, 5 and 6 that can give insight into other levels. 
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CHAPTER 3 (PAPER 1): 
THE USE, ABUSE AND LACK OF USE OF 
REAL OPTIONS1 
Abstract: 
Real options have for almost three decades existed as a prominent feature of capital 
budgeting. The technique of incorporating the value of flexibility in project and 
business evaluation by applying tools from financial option valuation has been 
widely accepted and applied as an innovation within the academy. Nevertheless, 
surveys show that in business practice the real option approach is only used in a 
limited way when assessing project and business values. Few firms have followed 
the academic recommendations to use this technique. How can this paradox be 
explained? This paper summarizes the current status of real option application and 
further discusses this issue by taking into consideration institutional theory. More-
over, by illustrating the use of real options in the Norwegian generation industry, 
the paper suggests when and how real options are relevant, and also when obvious 
limitations exist regarding the relevance of this valuation technique. 
Key words: real options, capital budgeting techniques, institutional theory, genera-
tion industry 
1 This chapter is a major revision and extension of an article published in Beta (Scandina-
vian Journal of Business Research) 2/2004 pp 33-45 ("Er realopsjoner oppskrytt?", in 
Norwegian). 
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3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The real option approach has become a part of most introductory books on capital 
budgeting and valuation. The idea of incorporating the value of flexibility has pro-
foundly developed and extended value calculations. Traditional net present value 
calculations have serious shortcomings, as pointed out by a number of researchers; 
therefore real options have been termed a "revolution" and even a "new paradigm" 
(Antikarov & Copeland, 2003; Schwartz & Trigeorgis, 2001) in the field of capital 
budgeting and valuation. Based on claims this technique should be expected to be 
used in a widespread manner in various businesses. This is not, however, the case. 
Despite all the recommendations from academic circles, the technique remains 
infrequently used by firms. Why then has the real option approach been largely 
ignored by practitioners? 
This paradox has received some attention (Copeland & Tufano, 2004; Lander & 
Pinches, 1998). The discussion has reached far beyond the point whether real op-
tions should or should not be a part of project and business valuation, but the main 
focus has concerned the way of implementing financial option valuation to real 
projects and firms. There is though an emerging awareness of limitations that make 
real options unapplicable in many situations. The current task is to find out in what 
situations this technique should be incorporated and to better understand when and 
why it is not appropriate to use this tool (Philippe, 2005b). 
The following research questions are explored in this paper: 
1. Why is the real option approach not used by many firms with regard 
to project and business evaluation? 
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2. In which situations should a real option approach be a mandatory part 
of project and business calculations? (How should the real option ap-
proach be used by firms in order to benefit most from this technique?) 
The unit of analysis in this study is firms. The dependant variable is the use of real 
options in various project and business evaluation situations. The purpose of this 
paper is to summarize and extend the overall understanding of why real options 
have so far only to a limited level been used by corporate management, including 
what institutional theory from an unfamiliar scientific paradigm, from the view-
point of finance and accounting research, can explain. Furthermore, the purpose is 
to portray in what situations and in what industries the real option tool is especially 
relevant in order to recommend how firms better can benefit from the knowledge 
derived from real option theory. 
The paper is mainly based on reflections from literature review, but is supple-
mented by primary data collected bye-mails, meetings and telephone calls with 
financial management of especially Norwegian generation companies. Statements 
from other businesses are also included. The meeting with two representatives of 
Statkraft SF is central in the empirical material presented. 
The paper is organized in the following way: In section 2 an examination of sur-
veys performed concerning capital budgeting and valuation issues, is presented. 
The results regarding the use of real options are focussed. Section 3 gives an over-
view of what recent research has revealed about how relevant the application of 
option theory and option valuation is for real projects and business valuation. The 
section also discusses some new aspects concerning why real options use is so 
limited. The next section represents a case study of the use of real options in the 
Norwegian generation industry. The last section draws some conclusions regarding 
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the above mentioned research questions and offers some recommendations con-
cerning how firms should apply this tool in practice. 
3.2 KEY FINDINGS FROM RELEVANT SURVEYS ON THE USE OF 
CAPITAL BUDGETING TECHNIQUES 
This section summarizes the findings from the relevant surveys performed rela-
tively recently concerning the use of capital budgeting techniques in general, and, 
in particular, the use of real options. 
Graham & Harvey's (2001) comprehensive study was performed on 392 U.S. 
firms. 27 % of the companies in their study always or almost always use real op-
tions in project evaluation. The study reveals very little concerning the characteris-
tics of firms that use or do not use real options when using a number of control 
variables2. The only control variable in their study which is significant at a 10 % 
level is that regulated firms tend to make less use of this tool compared to unregu-
lated firms. This comes as no surprise bearing in mind that real options must be 
considered a more advanced technique compared to most other capital budgeting 
tools. The findings of the study stresses that firm size is often strongly related to 
corporate practices - included the use of real options. 
2 The control variables were amongst others: size, price/earnings ratio, leverage, industry, 
management owned, age ofCEO and education ofCEO. 
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Brounen, de Jong, & Koedijk (2004) conducted a similar survey on European firms 
(UK, the Netherlands, Germany and France). Their sample was 313 firms, at least 
50 from each country. Perhaps surprisingly, companies in all four countries seem to 
make more use of the real option tool than American firms. The findings are shown 
in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: Summary of the findings regarding the use of real options from Graham & 
Harvey (2001) and Brounen et at. (2004). 
% of sample that always or almost always incorpo-
rates real options in project evaluation3 
u.s 27% 
UK 29% 
Netherlands 35 % 
Germany 44% 
France 53 % 
There are relatively large differences between countries according to these num-
bers. It is hard to explain why e.g. French firms almost twice as much as U. S. 
firms systematically use real options in their project value calculations. However, 
3 The question asked in the survey was: "How Frequently Does Your Firm Use the Fol-
lowing Techniques when Deciding which Projects or Acquisitions to Pursue?". The re-
spondents could reply on a scale from 0 (never) to 4 (always). The numbers in table I re-
fer to those who answered 3 (almost always) and 4 (always). 
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the conclusion is that European firms to a larger extent than U. S. firms make use 
of the real option technique. 
Teach (2003) refers to a survey performed by Bain & Co., a consulting firm, in 
2000 regarding the use of 25 management tools. Of the sample of 451 U. S. firms, 
only 9 % used real options. This brought real options next to the bottom of the 
ranking list. As many as 32 % of the users abandoned the technique after just one 
year. 
Another survey revealing a low profile in practice for the real option tool, is Ryan 
& Ryan (2002). They obtained a response from 205 CFO's of the "Fortune 1000" 
companies in the U. S. The findings concerning real options proved disappointing 
for the advocate of this practice. Only 11.4 % of the firm used this tool, while e.g. 
53.9 % used Economic Value Added (EVA). 
Other studies, like Geddes (1999) and Pike (1996) (on large UK. companies) have 
also been carried out. The results from the different surveys show much variation, 
when it comes to the use of real options. There seems to be quite low usage 
amongst American firms, whereas it seems more popular for European firms to 
include option aspects in their value estimations. 
However, there are various aspects to bear in mind. The studies do not consider the 
type of industry the firm operates in; the only criterion seems to be size. The re-
sponse rates of the surveys were from 9 % (Graham & Harvey, 2001) to 21 % 
(Ryan & Ryan, 2002). The studies are performed in 1996 to 2002. Taking into 
consideration how recent the real option tool is, the investigation may not reflect 
current use. By 2007 one may argue that this capital budgeting technique has be-
come more refined and is thence more likely to be used properly. 
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Nevertheless, one can still ask the relevant question: Why has this widely accepted 
tool not being used more by firms? The paradox remains when this approach has 
been highly recommended from academic circles for several decades, and yet is not 
more widely adopted and accepted by the practitioners in corporate firms. 
3.3 FOUR ASPECTS REGARDING WHY THERE IS LIMITED USE 
OF THE REAL OPTION TOOL 
The limited use of real options by practitioners has been debated to some extent 
(Antikarov & Cope1and, 2003; Borison, 2003; Cope1and & Tufano, 2004; Sege10d, 
1998; Sick, 2002). To explain the reasons why this technique is not more recog-
nized, this section will comment on four aspects which can shed light on this ap-
parent paradox: 
1. Real options are too complicated to use properly for many firms. Even if real 
options have been taught in many courses in business schools for a decade or 
two, the method is relatively difficult to apply both in the calculation of the op-
tion values and in understanding the assumptions. This is the case, even if sev-
eral computer programmes are provided to assist in the process (Mun, 2003). If 
firms have adopted the real option tool without the knowledge and ability to 
apply it properly, it may not work according to expectations leading to miscal-
culations, disappointment and abandonment. 
This is the reason Cope land & Tufano (2004) recommend a binomial approach 
rather than involving the Black & Scho1es (1973) formula in real option set-
tings. An easier approach can provide sufficient information of the relevant op-
tion values involved, without the need to turn to computer programmes or dif-
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ferential equations. By simplifying the methodology one can at least partly 
overcome the obstacle of real options being too hard to apply in practice. 
Their recommendation is close to what is known as scenario analysis - a tech-
nique with a longer reputation than real options on valuation issues. A formal-
ized scenario analysis enables to simulate different possible future outcomes 
that affect value estimates. Such approach can be accompanied by computer 
tools (Mun, 2003). 
2. Real options have been adopted too soon by managers, in order to be perceived 
as "modern". Real options have been advocated and recommended intensively 
for the last 20 years. Leading researchers such as Myers, Ross, Trigeorgis, 
Merton, Schwartz and others have stressed the benefits and the advantages of 
incorporating the value of flexibility in project and business evaluation. There-
fore, firms wishing to be viewed as modern, innovative and on the cutting edge 
in the field of capital budgeting, adopted this tool. Using real options may pro-
vide the desirable image of being an attractive and up-to-date firm. 
This behaviour may be explained by institutional theory (DiMaggio & Powell, 
1983, 1991; March, 1994; Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Sahlin-Anderson & Sevon, 
2001), a research discipline not usually applied in the field of finance and capi-
tal budgeting. Institutional theory has been applied to management accounting 
tools such as the "Balanced Scorecard", "Total Quality Management" and "Just 
in Time" (R0vik, 2002). Studies confirm that many management accounting 
tools are more frequently implemented because of what institutional theory can 
explain rather than costs and benefits. The aspect of fad is emphasized by e.g. 
Bj0rnenak (1997) and Ax & Bj0rnenak (2005). The introduction of real options 
has similarities. 
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This may explain why the real option technique has been adopted, without 
careful considerations as to whether it is suitable and relevant. Hence it could 
be abandoned when shown to be inappropriate or inadequate for the actual 
firm. This is easy to understand bearing in mind that several researchers have 
stressed the complexity and pitfalls in applying real options (Damodaran, 
1999b; Fermindez, 2001; Howell et aI., 2001). 
3. Real options suit some businesses better than others. Options are derivatives on 
underlying assets. The lack of an underlying asset provides a serious obstacle 
in many businesses. A manager in one of the largest Norwegian firms (Telenor 
ASA) says of real options: "The method is appealing. The problem is that you 
depend on estimating a reasonable volatility in order to make it meaningful in 
application. This is not easy when you operate in an industry not directly ex-
posed to commodity risk with traded options with a relevant time to maturity" 
(Risstad, 2004). When no obvious underlying asset exists for which the stan-
dard deviation of risk can be calculated, problems arise in the application of 
real options (Alesii, 2003; Copeland & Tufano, 2004). (Antikarov & Copeland 
(2003) suggest that this can be overcome by letting the project itself be the un-
derlying asset. This remains though a controversial approach). 
This point illustrates that real options are more relevant for industries operating 
in efficient markets including a forward/futures market. This is the case for 
commodity markets such as oil, gas, electricity, gold, aluminium etc. However, 
if a firm operates in other industries, such as construction, telecommunication 
or other service industries, obvious hurdles exist in applying the real option 
concept. The lack of an easily observable and tradable underlying asset thus 
renders a real option analysis strange. Therefore it comes as no surprise that 
both conceptual and empirical studies of real options are often associated with 
the energy industry (Bergendahl & Olsson, 2006; Bjerksund & Ekem, 1990; 
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Brennan & Schwartz, 1986; Fleten & Nasakkala, 2005; Hlouskova, Kossmeier, 
Obersteiner, & Schnabl, 2005; Kulatilaka, 1993; Paddock, Siegel, & Smith, 
1988). 
4. Several complicating factors arise when adapting financial option theory to the 
real world. One feature concerns the exercising of options. As for American fi-
nancial options, real options should be exercised at the optimal time (Rhys, 
Song, & Jindrichowska, 2002). According to Copeland & Tufano (2004), man-
agers (as option holders) fail to do so and thereby act suboptimal. Such a lack 
of rationality is a major obstacle why real option values disappear. Exercising 
options at the right time may prove a difficult decision for managers. Missing 
this will not be reflected in any accounting report, leading to a possible hesita-
tion in exercising a real option at the right time - because the decision may be 
unpopular and complicated to carry out. 
A Financial Manager in a large Norwegian company (Veidekke ASA) com-
mented on this aspect: "Timing is the be-all and end-all regarding any invest-
ment decision. The problem with regard to real options is the quality of input 
information. Theoretically real options are excellent, but not so good in prac-
tice" (Bjerke, 2004). This aspect therefore provides a solid argument for those 
opposing and delaying the inclusion of real option calculations of intangibles in 
accounting standards (Chen, Conover, & Kensinger, 2005; Leadbeater, 2000; 
Upton Jr., 2001). 
This point is elaborated by Philippe (2005b). According to him a problem ex-
ists with corporate governance related to real options, complicating and limit-
ing its applicability. There is a question of ownership to a real option, as well 
as how exclusively the right to exercise this is for a firm. This aspect may well 
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contribute to the assessment of whether real options are suitable or unsuitable 
for anyone firm in a specific situation. 
These factors offer many different explanations as to why the introduction of real 
options in evaluation issues can so far only be deemed a moderate success, with 
reference to implementation and use by firms. There are both technical and mana-
gerial problems in the application. The above mentioned factors represent both a 
summarization of current status and some innovative aspects of explanation. In-
cluding an analysis based on institutional theory represents a most unusual ap-
proach for research questions in finance and capital budgeting. Nevertheless, in-
corporating an approach using a different scientific paradigm may shed new light 
on the controversial question of why real options have so far not been more widely 
taken into use. 
3.4 THE USE OF REAL OPTIONS: AN APPLICATION TO THE 
NORWEGIAN GENERATING INDUSTRY 
This section looks more closely at the use of real options in the Norwegian power 
generating industry. Hydropower generation represents the second most significant 
industry measured in value4. Currently, 99 % of the total average generation of 121 
TWh is hydroelectric power. Electricity is traded at the Nordic power Exchange 
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Nord Pool. Hence there is an obvious underlying asset with efficient spot as well as 
futures/forward markets. Therefore this is a suitable industry to study concerning 
the use of real options. 
The empirical part of this section consists of two parts, 1) the study of three valua-
tion reports conducted on Statkraft SF, and 2) the results of meetings, telephone 
calls and e-mails to financial managers in generating companies. I conducted an 
interview of two analysts in the dominating company Statkraft. In addition there 
has been more informal contact with several other companies, both larger, medium 
sized and smaller ones. 
3.4.1 Valuation reports of Statkraft SF 
The 100 % state owned generating company Statkraft SF (35 % of total national 
generation) has been valued by three consulting companies (Dresdner Kleinwort 
Benson, 2000; Ernst & Young, 2000; Lehman Brothers, 2006i. In just one of 
them, (E& Y), an assessment of relevant real options is included. The real options 
identified are fall rights and new power plants potential and extensions and im-
provements of existing power plants. The report primarily emphasizes the qualita-
tive sides of real option values because there are many uncertain factors that com-
plicate a quantitative calculation. There is though an attempt to quantify the value 
4 The value of the assets in the industry were estimated at NOK 400 bn (EUR 50 bn) in 
2004 (Sande & Thomson, 2004), hence considerably more by 2007. Only the oil and gas 
industry controls higher assets values. 
5 The Lehman Brothers report (2006) estimated the enterprise value of Statkraft SF to 
NOK 173-202 bn (EUR 22.1- 25.8) and the equity value to NOK 129-157 bn (EUR 16.5-
20.0). 
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of the new plant potential for the company to approximately NOK 1.5 - 2.5 bn 
(EUR. 180 - 200 mill). This represents about 4 % of the total equity value estimate. 
These reports illustrates that it seems rather random whether real option aspects are 
included in a value assessment or not. However, this is an industry in which an 
underlying asset is observable with both spot and forward prices and the presence 
of several dimensions of uncertainty (precipitation, technological developments, 
political issues etc.). Two out of three hired consultant companies do not mention 
any real option aspects, even if they are professionals on business valuation. 
3.4.2 Contact with financial managers in generating companies 
The lack of use of real options is confirmed by consulting financial managers of 
generation companies. When smaller companies are contacted, they do not in gen-
eral incorporate a real option analysis in their calculations with regard to new 
plants (small scale), extensions of existing plants etc. However, there is an intuitive 
understanding of the real option concept that is to a certain extent included in 
evaluations and decisions. The low usage in these companies is explained by lack 
of competence and scepticism with regard to the relevance and benefits of this 
approach. This is also the case even if consultants are involved in their analysis 
(Sande & Thomson, 2004). 
Larger companies, such as Statkraft SF and Agder Energi, do though possess a 
more reflected view with regard to the topic of this paper. They do confirm that 
real options are regularly involved in qualitative assessments and are "more and 
more" viewed as a relevant and useful technique in their calculations. The financial 
manager of Statkraft SF says that "real option aspects are currently more relevant 
and interesting than ever". Option approaches are relevant in timing of investments 
and maintenance as well as a possible future abandonment of wind mill plants. 
There are though clearly difficulties when moving from conceptual ideas to num-
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ber calculations. As one risk manager of Statkraft SF says: "If the option idea is 
transferable to a binomial tree, it is easier both to calculate a meaningful option 
value and communicate the implications to the top management". 
The findings presented in this section offer then support to the four aspects pre-
sented in the previous section explaining why the use of real options is limited. 
Here follows a discussion of each of the explanations applied to this industry. 
1. The complexity of real option makes firms hesitant to use real option analysis. 
Many generating companies, especially the smaller ones, do not have skilled peo-
ple to deal with this concept and are thus neglecting option aspects. Several man-
agers state that real options are too advanced for their financial department. Many 
of the contacted firms have small financial departments, limited to two or three 
persons. The above statement made by a risk manager at Statkraft SF confirms the 
arguments and recommendations given by Copeland & Tufano (2004) that simpli-
fication by using the binomial approach both capture the essential point and make 
communication of option aspects easier. 
2. It is more difficult to find empirical support for this aspect, but phrases like "we 
want to improve our capital budgeting and valuation skills" etc. are made by sev-
eral people. This can be interpreted in a way that the companies are concerned 
about their image - also concerning the image of use of financial tools, which can 
be linked to the abuse and later abandonment of the real option tool. Nobody 
though, has clearly stated that they have stopped using real options. 
3. This aspect is irrelevant since this industry has been selected because electricity 
is an easily observed underlying asset. 
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4. The timing of investments and other decisions with regard to generation are 
carefully considered. Statkraft SF confirms the model framework of Dixit & 
Pindyck (1994) in which the volatility of the underlying asset affects the timing of 
implementation of investment decisions. 
There are benefits including real options in valuation issues in this industry. Never-
theless, few firms use real options. This implies that there is a lack of use of a capi-
tal budgeting technique that could capture the flexibility value in growth potential 
etc. 
It seems that only the larger companies, such as Statkraft SF and Agder Energi, 
systematically to some extent include real option evaluations. The other companies 
contacted show little or no use of real options. However, the intuitive part of real 
option thinking is confirmed by several persons. 
3.5 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Real options are not a universally applied capital budgeting technique. This tool 
cannot replace NPV IDCF valuation or compete with IRR or other traditional ap-
proaches in business and project evaluation. It seems too bombastic to call real 
options a "new paradigm" or a "revolution". Option values definitely exist in in-
vestments in real assets and should in a number of situations be captured and in-
corporated in project as well as business valuation. However, real options are en 
extension of existing approaches and should hence offer a supplement to traditional 
NPV IDCF valuation (MacMillan & van Putten, 2004; Trigeorgis, 1993b). To in-
clude option aspects in valuation is an innovation and improves calculations sig-
nificantly - when applied properly. There is though a need for considerations of the 
relevance of option valuation techniques concerning the specific context. 
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3.5.1 The answer to research question 1: 
The use of real options by firms is clearly limited according to the studies summa-
rized in this paper. The reason for this is covered by the four aspects discussed in 
section 3; the complexity of the technique, the eagerness to have a modem image 
leading to disappointments and abandonment, the lack of an obvious underlying 
asset and the complexity in timing the exercising of a real option. These aspects are 
supported by statements from financial managers. 
However, no reporting exists as to whether those using this technique operate in 
relevant industries or not. Neither is any information available concerning the con-
siderations lying behind the choice of technique when a project or business value is 
calculated. 
The case of Norwegian generation companies shows that even in an industry sig-
nificantly exposed to risk and where there are efficient spot as well as a forward 
markets, making the real option tool particularly suitable, there are few examples 
of actual use. Only the larger companies include real options in their valuation 
issues. It seems that this is not always the result of some careful consideration, 
rather that the management in this industry mostly has technical educations and 
does not have the background and skills required to incorporate real options. Hence 
there is a lack of use of the real option tool leading to important information con-
cerning project and business evaluation being lost. 
3.5.2 The answer to research question 2: 
It is often said that the real option technique provides a tool to calculate option 
values that have always been known intuitively (Antikarov & Copeland, 2003; 
Mun, 2002). The problems in application though, lead one to suggest that even if 
real options can provide values, and in a number of situations quite precisely and 
informative value estimates, there are also a number of situations in which real 
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option thinking should more be applied qualitatively rather than quantitatively 
(Amram & Kulatilaka, 1999). The real option approach is neither a pure quantita-
tive nor a pure qualitative approach. Real options exist, but to capture their value 
can, in some cases, be too complex or too uncertain. It would then be more appro-
priate to incorporate the real option tool as a supplementary qualitative assessment. 
The recommendation based on the presentation in this paper is thus that a project or 
business valuation should always include a qualitative real option analysis (Ross, 
1995), but not necessarily a quantitative numerical calculation. Any valuation as-
sessment should incorporate real option aspects, but the type of industry and other 
case specific factors would determine whether these option values should be calcu-
lated. 
Real options do explain reality better and more precisely than traditional neoclassi-
cal finance (Kulatilaka, 1993; Schwartz & Trigeorgis, 2001). Therefore the need 
arises for competence building in the teaching on this field in business schools. To 
make apparent specific applications of real options and show how practitioners can 
benefit from both real options calculation, as well as real options thinking, can also 
increase the use of real options as part of firms' capital budgeting techniques. By 
simplifying and illustrating the practical benefits in contrast to stressing stochasti-
cal calculus and advanced computer programming, there is a possibility that new 
surveys in the future will show different results compared to the studies presented 
in section 2. Wise management should therefore include an overall assessment of 
relevant real options in project and/or business evaluation. 
Real options are used, but by surprisingly few people. Real options are also mis-
used, unsurprisingly since many pitfalls do exist in application. But most apparent 
is the lack of use by companies which thereby fail to incorporate vital information 
in their project and business valuations. 
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CHAPTER 4 (PAPER 2): 
EXPLAINING THE VALUE OF ELECTRIC 
UTILITIES BY REAL OPTIONS -AN APPLI-
CATION TO NORWAY 
Abstract 
Since deregulation of the energy market in Norway, there have been a number of 
mergers and acquisitions of electric utilities. (This involves companies operating in 
the fields of power generation, transmission, distribution and the sale of electric-
ity). In all these transactions the companies have been valued. The value has often 
significantly exceeded the book value recorded through use of equity and tradi-
tional NPV IDCF valuation. This particularly applies to generating companies. How 
can this premium be explained? Real option theory is in this study applied in order 
to explain the difference between actual transaction value (market value) and fun-
damental, intrinsic value. The residual income model proposed by Feltham & Ohl-
son (1995) is considered. 
The empirical analysis shows that an enhancement in explanatory power of 100 % 
is brought about through the introduction of independent variables based on real 
option theory. This supports the use of real options in helping to explain transac-
tion values in this industry during the past decade. 
Key words: Real options, generating companies, value explanation 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Norwegian Government implemented the Energy Act in 1991 in order to make 
electricity markets competitive. Norway is considered a pioneer in deregulation of 
the electricity market (Al-Sunaidy & Green, 2006). This Act encouraged a pro-
found restructuring of the industry. One consequence was separation of generation, 
transmission, distribution and wholesale trading. Another feature was the privatiza-
tion of companies in the industry. Public ownership (municipalities, counties or 
state) was no longer required. 
The deregulation l of the industry led on to an emerging new market of tradable 
electric utilities. The vast majority of generating capacity is as of 2007 still pub-
licly owned. The state owned company Statkraft SF owns 35 %, municipalities and 
counties own approximately 55 % and private investors 10 % according to EBL 
(The Electricity Industry Association) (2006). However, in the post deregulation 
period (1991 to 2006), there have been more than 430 transactions in which electric 
utilities have been involved in mergers or acquisitions. 
All these transactions have included assessment of the value of the companies in-
volved, creating a need for qualified calculation of business value. Almost all of 
1 Transmission and distribution networks continue to be natural monopolies and were, and 
still are, regulated (AI-Sunaidy & Green, 2006). 
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these companies were not traded on the stock exchange, limiting the access to 
value relevant information and complicating business value calculations2. 
Many of the transactions have sparked controversy with several observers (politi-
cians, consultants and others) who claim that the companies have been sold too 
cheaply. Because of their eagerness to capitalize values for immediate reasons, 
local and regional authorities have not been sufficiently aware of the real value of 
their power generating assets and have sold, partly of wholly, their shares in gener-
ating companies - without full compensation. 
Traditional valuation is based on NPV/DCF (Net Present Value, Discounted Cash 
Flow). This industry also tends to base value estimates of generation assets on kWh 
yearly generation capacity (Econ, 2000). Serious limitations apply to such conven-
tional approaches. They lose out on the value of flexibility, such as growth oppor-
tunities, when future information such as higher electricity prices is revealed. Real 
options have for three decades been studied in corporate finance. Real options, as a 
part of business valuation, are legitimate as tools for handling and quantifying 
flexibility. The value of flexibility, in for instance gauging growth opportunities, is 
incorporated in a real option analysis. A number of scientists have criticized tradi-
tional NPV IDCF analysis for ignoring flexibility (Berkovitch & Israel, 2004; Bren-
nan & Schwartz, 1986; Kulatilaka, 1993; Mun, 2002; Myers, 1987). Some call 
2 The term transaction value refers to the compensation given for the shares of the com-
pany. If only a part of the shares of the company is involved in a transaction, the term re-
fers to the value as if the whole company was involved. 
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NPV/DCF a "naive rule" (Milne & Whalley, 2000) when applied to project and 
business valuation. Ross (1995) even says that "optionality is ubiquitous and un-
avoidable" concerning valuation issues, and thereby indicates that options should 
always be included in valuation. 
The focus of this paper is to analyze transactions involving Norwegian generating 
companies during the period 1991 to 2006, and moreover, test a conventional 
valuation model and an extended model based on real option theory. The purpose 
is then to test whether introducing option components increases the explanatory 
power of the valuation model. The purpose is also to deepen the understanding of 
the value and value components of these enterprises. Hence, the research questions 
anse: 
1. How can the value of Norwegian electricity generating companies be 
explained? 
2. Can real options enhance explanation of value compared to traditional 
valuation models? 
This study makes use of the residual income model developed by Ohlson (1995) 
and Feltham & Ohlson (1995) as the benchmark model for valuing the companies 
(see section 3). The residual income model framework is one version of a classical 
valuation model, and is in a line with several papers published regarding company 
valuation (Frankel & Lee, 1998). Access to accounting data makes this a conven-
ient approach. The model is used as a benchmark before introducing option-related 
variables. 
The paper is organised as follows: after an elaboration of the real option perspec-
tive and the context of this study in section 1, the residual income model and the 
research design is presented in section 2. The empirical model is presented in sec-
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tion 3. Hypothesized links between dependent and independent variables are de-
rived as well. The sample, data and results are also summarized in this section. 
Conclusions, implications and limitations are reported in section 4. 
4.1.1 Real options, valuation and Norwegian electric utilities 
Business value as a sum of present business activities and future growth opportuni-
ties can be traced back to Miller & Modigliani (1961) and Myers (1977) (Myers 
introduced the term "real options" in 1977). Since then there has been a vast devel-
opment and extension of the understanding of present business value as the sum of 
the value of existing investments (assets-in-place) and future investment opportuni-
ties. 
The majority of research, especially in the early stages, was linked to different 
types of project assessment. Later, the real option framework was extended to 
business valuation. A firm can be viewed as a portfolio of projects. Companies can 
possess a portfolio of options of different kinds that obviously affect business 
value. This has always been known intuitively, but real option theory introduced a 
framework and a new approach for quantifying and deepening the understanding of 
this aspect. 
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Still, there are far more theoretical and conceptual articles than empirical studies in 
the academic literature on the subjed. Although real options have been widely 
presented in corporate finance literature, academic journals and in financial books, 
implementations by professionals in business are still limited in numbers. This 
paradox has been debated (Borison, 2003; Copeland & Tufano, 2004; Philippe, 
2005b; Sick, 2002; Teach, 2003). Hence studies that can empirically test the rele-
vance of real option theory may be of considerable interest. 
4.1.2 The electricity market in Norway 
A consequence of deregulation was the introduction of a Nordic power exchange, 
Nord Pool. This unification of the Nordic system had great importance and by 
1997 most trading products, including derivatives, were established. With this set-
tled an important source of knowledge became available in order to understand 
better electricity prices and hence the value of companies possessing generation 
capacity (in appendix 2 there are figures of both spot price and forward price de-
velopment at Nord Pool). The financial market includes forward contracts up to 
four years ahead, determining long term prices and hence expected future earnings 
which in turn affect value calculations. This is of course a relatively short horizon 
in business valuation; nevertheless, these long-term forward contracts provide the 
best available input for valuation of generation assets. 
3The empirical studies like Paddock, Siege1, & Smith (1988), Bai1y (1991), Quigg (1993; 
1995) and Moel & Tufano,(2000) are therefore much quoted within real option literature 
(Phi1ippe, 2005a; Trigeorgis & Schwartz, 2001). 
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The companies in this industry have had rather low earnings, but high equity-to-
debt ratio compared to other industries in the post deregulation period. A report 
(Bye, Bergh, & Kroken, 2001) even point out that up to 2001 the profitability in 
the generation industry was among the lowest of Norwegian industries. The reason 
remains outside the scope of this study, but it is confirmed by the data utilized in 
the analysis (see Table 4.1) 
Low electricity prices as well as regulatory hurdles (NVE, Norwegian Water Re-
sources and Energy Directorate) have limited the availability of profitable projects 
and hence caused a low level of investments in generation capacity in the relevant 
period (post deregulation). On the other hand a new focus has developed on small-
scale hydro power and alternative types of generation technologies such as wind 
and thermal gas or coal-fired generation. There has also been an ever more detailed 
mapping of both small-scale hydro and wind power potential in different areas of 
the country. 
Option values of investment opportunities in the area in which a company operates 
have received increased attention when electricity prices have risen and investment 
costs have dropped. The number of licence applications to the regulator (NVE) has 
also increased considerably during recent years. 
As regards the valuation of generation capacity, the industry norm is to measure 
value per kWh yearly capacity. Normal value typically ranges from just below 
NOK 2.00 to NOK 2.50/kWh per average yearly generation capacity. On the other 
hand, a variety of complicating factors make valuation of electric utilities difficult. 
Many companies do not just operate as generation companies, there are different 
tax positions, there can be issues related to contracts of cheap surplus electricity 
supplied to local municipalities and also differences in financial strength. The age 
and quality of the generation assets can also influence the value. 
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4.2 THE RESIDUAL INCOME MODEL AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
The market value of firms is defined as the discounted present value of expected 
net cash flow using an appropriate discount rate reflecting the relevant risk. Fore-
casts of future revenues, expenses, earnings and cash flow form the crux of the 
valuation (Kothari, 2001; Miller & Modigliani, 1961). Lee (1999) even concludes 
that the "essential task in valuation is forecasting. It is the forecast that breathes life 
into a valuation model". Dominant valuation models are the cash flow model and 
the dividend model. But there are other alternatives - such as the residual income 
(RI) model developed by Feltham & Ohlson (199St 
Theoretically, there is equivalence between the various models (Feltham & Chris-
tensen, 2003; Fernandez, 2003; Penman, 1997). They all yield the same fundamen-
tal value of companies' when applied properly and consistentll. The residual in-
come valuation model expresses value as the sum of current book value and the 
discounted present value of expected abnormal earnings, defined as forecasted 
earnings minus a capital charge equal to the forecasted book value times the dis-
count rate. The advantage of the RI model is the relation to accounting numbers as 
input parameters, making it a convenient benchmark model6 in this study. Instead 
of a complicated estimation of future net cash flow, one can rely on the accounting 
4 Earlier contributors to the residual income model are Hamilton (1777), Marshall (1890) 
Edwards & Bell (1961) and Stewart (1991) (Kothari, 2001). 
5 Relative alternativeness in practice is more controversial. (Penman & Sougiannis, 1998; 
Plenborg, 2002). 
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book value of equity and an estimation of future net income, One version of the RI 
modelis: 
(4.1) 
in whieh V; is value at time I, BV,is book value at time I, E![·] is expectation 
based on available information at time t, NI/-! is the net income for period t+i, r,., 
it-, the capital charge of equity and ROEJt i i~ the after-tax return on book equity for 
period t+i. 
Ihis rcsidual i11C0111C approach to \'a1uatioll dividcs film valuc illtO two compo-
nents. First cornes the book vallle of equity to be found in the financial statements 
at the time of the valuation. The other component is the net present vallle of tliture 
residual income. Residual income is defined as the difference between ROE and l~ 
111ultiplicd by the book valuc of cquity. This implics that a finn which cams ROE 
above the capital charge has a higher vaJue than the book value and vice versa. 
(, Benchmark made! is in Ihis paper related lo the lradilional valualion model neglecting 
real option values. 
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If equation (4.1) is divided by B~ an expression for the price-to-book ratio mate-
rializes. The electricity industry, as a mature industry, could be characterized by 
low residual income. Nevertheless, there are so many uncertain characteristics in 
the industry, which makes it reasonable to believe that a significant part of the 
business value in this industry should lie in the second component, i.e. in future 
growth opportunities (Dixit & Pindyck, 1994). These uncertain aspects are associ-
ated with the volatility of electricity prices, the uncertainty of the market due to 
political and environmental concerns, constraints in transmission capacity and the 
prices of oil, gas and coal. This remains though unconfirmed by the empirical find-
ings in this study. 
Traditional valuation models are normally assuming an expected growth in the 
cash flows/dividends/residual income. Such approaches do also normally consist of 
a terminal value estimate. Conventional value estimates are hence very sensitive to 
the estimate of the expected growth. A small change in expected growth can lead to 
a significant change in the value estimate, especially the terminal value estimate. 
One should also bear in mind that it is extremely difficult to adequately estimate 
expected growth. It is very hard to interpret the continuous stream of new eco-
nomic information and transform them into changes in expected growth. 
This severe problem with traditional valuation is a strong argument in favour of 
choosing a real option approach when analysing the value of generating companies. 
Real option calculations are more transparent and reveal open information of the 
value components in a total value estimate which do not to the same extent depend 
on expected growth. In a real option valuation it is also easier to discuss the as-
sumptions of the value estimates beyond the value of assets-in-place. Traditional 
valuation, through which expected growth is hard to estimate, may not necessarily 
capture the value of future possibilities or may also overestimate them. It is far 
from obvious that a real option approach yields higher value than traditional net 
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present value calculations, but real option valuation is more transparent and offers 
better insight into value components. 
4.2.1 Research design 
The first step in the methodological part of the study is to establish a benchmark 
model for valuing electric utilities. The purpose of this study is to test the incre-
mental impact of independent "real option" variables enabling use of a simplified 
basic model as benchmark. The design is inspired by Beaver, Eger, Ryan, & Wolf-
son (1989) (banking industry), Bowen (1981) (electric utility industry), Bernard & 
Ruland (1987) and Jennings (1990). The following model for the value at time t 
can be expressed as follows: 
(4.2) 
where B ~ is book value at time t, RI! is the net present value of expected future 
residual income at time t, ignoring growth options, GOt is a proxy for the value of 
growth options at time t and Ut is the error term in the model. The two first terms in 
the equation make up the benchmark model, estimating the value of assets-in-place 
and predictable growth. This part includes expected growth as performed in tradi-
tional valuation. The third term is supposed to capture the potential value of real 
options not captured by earnings based on assets-in-place (included predictable 
growth). This is discussed in more detail later. 
The benchmark model gives an estimate of the intrinsic value of assets-in-place 
based on certain input parameters; 1) current book value, 2) cost of equity capital 
and 3) estimated future ROE. To determine these parameter values the following 
must be considered: 
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BOOK VALUE (BV) 
Book value of equity is obtained from the most recent annual accounting report 
before the transaction. 
COST OF EQUITY CAPITAL (re) 
The cost of equity should reflect the premium demanded for investing in projects 
with comparable risk. It should be firm-specific capturing the relevant operational 
and financial risk for the actual company involved in a transaction. The cost of 
equity after tax can be found by using the CAPM model (Norwegian tax rate of 28 
%)7: 
where rf is the risk free rate, Pi is the equity Beta for the actual company i, and 
ERP is the equity risk premium after tax. 
RISK FREE RATE ( rr ) 
Concerning the risk-free rate Koller, Goedhart, & Wessels (2005) recommend 10-
year state issued bonds, whilst Gjesdal & Johnsen (1999) recommend 3-year 
bonds. This study is conducted in a Norwegian context making it natural to follow 
the latter recommendation (obtained from NIBOR (Norges Bank, 2007)). 
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BETA (.8) 
Equity betas of energy producers in Europe are about 0.70 (Lehman Brothers, 
2006). Financial managers at Statkraft SF have implied an even lower beta for hy-
dropower generators. This is due to the inelasticity in demand for power, which 
does not vary much over the business cycle. 
EQUITY RISK PREMIUM (ERP) 
The equity risk premium is set to 5 %. This fits in with the discussion and recom-
mendations presented by Gjesdal & Johnsen (1999). This should be the representa-
tive premium in the Norwegian context for the 1991-2006 period. With a current 
risk free rate of 4.5 % (March 2007), this gives the equity cost of capital after tax 
for a 100 % generation company: 
re = 0.72·4.5% + 0.70· (5% + 0.28·4.5%) = 7.62% 
EXPECTED FUTURE ROE 
To forecast future ROE is no easy task. According to Frankel & Lee (1998), two 
alternatives exist for estimating forecasted ROE: historical time series of earnings 
and analysts' forecasts. Because the current study concerns non-listed companies 
(with two exceptions), there are no analysts' forecasts available. Hence the basis 
must be historical earnings performance. 
7 This is the relevant tax rate for an investor. The industry is subjected to a comprehensive 
tax regime (concession tax, nature resource tax, economic rent and real property tax). 
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According lo Pen man (2001) relurn IS "mean reverting", rneaning that it tends lo 
move dose to the capital cost over time, due to competition and diminishing protit-
ability. On the other hand. studies have shown that curren! ROE is a rcasonab1c 
estimate for fulure ROE (Fairfield, 1994). The peculiar characteristics of this in dus-
try would seem lo pomt to a reliance on hlstorical performance. Nevertheless, sev-
eral choites need to be made. One is "how many years of data to lise in the estima-
tion of futurc ROE?". Forecast hori2Oll and tcnninal value estimation must also be 
decided on. The time line follO\vs the illustration in Figure 4.1. Transaction year is 
sel lo l. The transactions are spread throughout the year, so the year l-l, 1-2 and l-3 
are Jefined as the three fiscal years befare the transaetian took plaee. The estimated 
parameters are for year t+ l, t+ 2 and t+ 3. 
,-3 ,-2 
I I 
,-l , 
I I 
'-v-----' 
Transaction 
year 
Figure 4.1: Time line ror the anal~·sis. 
t···] ,+2 
I • 
t 
Estimated future ROE based on the average hlstorical ROE from the past three 
years is shown as follows: 
ROEr =.!.. [ Nf, .. ) + Nf, .. ; + NIH ] 
3 Oj·(BV,_+ +BV,,,) O_5·(BV" +BV,,) O,5·(BV,_, +BV,_,) 
(4.3) 
in whieh NI is net income after tax the relevant year and BV refers to book value 
from the balanee sheet (end of year). The same lagged procedure is implemented in 
the estimates of ROE during time period t+ I and t+ 2: 
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~ 1 ( ~ ) ROE'+l = ( "3. ROEt _ 2 + ROE,_l + ROEt ) 
~ 1 ( ~ ~) ROEI+2 = ( "3. ROE,_l + ROE, + ROEl+l ). 
The forecast period must be finite (Frankel & Lee, 1998). This leads to the need for 
a terminal value estimate. This terminal value at time Tbecomes: 
(ROE -r) 
Terminal value: /+1 e • BVr (l+re) . (re -g) (4.4) 
in which g denotes the predictable growth for assets-in-place. 
ESTIMATED VALUE ACCORDING TO BASIC (BENCHMARK) MODEL 
The benchmark model V t is established in three versions, based on different time 
horizons. The model has a one to three year time horizon (Frankel & Lee, 1998). 
Using three versions can also serve as a sensitivity check of the benchmark model. 
The following forms of V t are calculated: 
(4.5a) 
(4.5b) 
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The formulas are in nominal terms. Hence the g (expected growth) denotes growth 
due to inflation. A reasonable estimate on the average inflation in Norway 1993-
2005 is 2.0 % (Jonassen & Nordb0, 2006; SSB (Statistics Norway), 2007). Growth 
because of increased future profitability if electricity prices become higher is held 
outside the model. 
The introduction of future book values also calls for an estimation of dividend pay-
out ratio used in conjunction with the clean surplus relation (CSR). CSR is the 
fundamental assumption for the Feltham & Ohlson (1995) approach to valuation: 
(4.6) 
in which d is the dividend. CSR is a constraint on book-keeping (corresponding to 
"kongruensprinsippet" in the Norwegian Accounting Act of July 17th 1998 no 56 
(§4-3)). The dividend payout ratio (k) is assumed to be constant and is obtained as 
the average of the three previous fiscal years (~ ). This gives: 
NI 
(4.7a) 
B~+2 = [1 + (1- k)· ROEI+!]' [1 + (1- k)· ROEI+2]' B~ (4.7b) 
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Equations (4.5)-(4.7) represent one to three period models for value estimation in 
the study. This completes the design of the basic benchmark model (traditional 
valuation) for the value of electricity generation utilities involved in mergers or 
acquisition after deregulation in 1991. The benchmark model is not expected to 
explain a lot of the variation in company values. A comprehensive study performed 
by Dechow, Hutton, & Sloan (1999) on U.S data 1976 - 1995 resulted in a R2 of 
0.40 as mean, and a study by Begley, Chamberlain, Li, & Lundholm (2006) of the 
U.S. banking industry 1991 - 2000 provided a R2 of 0.28. An examination ofU.K. 
firms 1990 - 1994 by Stark & Thomas (1998) yielded a R2 of 0.40. Even so it will 
be interesting to see how well the model performs in the important electric utility 
industry of Norway. 
4.2.2 "Real option" variables 
As stated, the main purpose of this paper is to test whether the introduction of "real 
option variables" provide an explanation of the residual variance of transaction 
values of electric utilities. The underlying assumption is then that there are factors 
beyond earnings that can enhance the explanation of market value. The objective is 
to include independent variables that can be used as proxies for the level of oppor-
tunities (options) for a company involved in a transaction. The following shows an 
operationalization of two hypotheses derived from real option theory. 
IMPROVEMENT AND EXTENSION POTENTIAL 
The performance of hydro-electric power plants has improved during recent years. 
In particular turbine efficiency has significantly improved. Increased knowledge 
also exists related to expansion of existing plants, including increased inflow to the 
reservoirs (such projects may require revision of licences (NVE, 2006b». NVE has 
surveyed this potential and estimated it to almost 12 TWh (NVE (Norwegian Water 
Resources and Energy Directorate), 2006). Much of this is so called winter power, 
making it particularly interesting in the Nordic context. Therefore it would be ap-
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propriate to include proxy variables for the possibility of improving and expanding 
existing plants of the companies involved in this analysis. Favourable develop-
ments in electricity prices and regulatory policies would make such investments 
profitable. Growth options stand forth as a prominent candidate from the real op-
tion literature (Kester, 1984). 
The average age of existing plants could serve as a proxy for the growth potential 
concerning improvements and expansions of existing plants. Necessary data is, 
however, unavailable. Hence existing capacity serves as a proxy for extension and 
improvement potential. Existing capacity measured in GWh is obtained from the 
database of Europower AS. The level of GWh therefore serves as a way of measur-
ing the expansion and improvement potential (growth options) not captured by 
earnings. This discussion suggests the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 1: Keeping the benchmark value fixed, transaction value in-
creases in production capacity. 
SMALL SCALE HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER PLANT OPPORTUNITIES 
Over the last decade a low level of investments in new capacity has been reported. 
The demand for more electricity generation capacity is widely acknowledged. New 
large scale hydro power projects are infeasible because of environmental concerns 
(EBL (The Electricity Industry Association), 2006). However, small scale hydro-
electric power potential is being considered. In a report from NVE (Norwegian 
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Water Resources and Energy Directorate) (2004), the total estimated potential of 
small scale hydro-electric power plants (below 10 MW capacity) is in total 25 
TWh8 with investment costs less than 3 NOKJkWh. Furthermore, the estimated 
potential with investment cost between 3 and 5 NOK/kWh amounts to approx 7 
TWH. Hence a total of 32 TWh may be available - if prices and regulation are fa-
vourable. 
NVE has developed a model based on digital maps, hydrological conditions and 
digital costs of surveying the hydroelectric potential for every municipality (NVE, 
2007). The market potential can be estimated as well. A company operating in a 
region with considerable potential should have a higher option value compared to 
companies located in flat areas. The survey of NVE (2007) reveals considerable 
differences in potential between Western and parts of Northern Norway compared 
to central and Eastern Norway. 
Growth potential is set as a variable defined as the potential in GWh in the natural 
surrounding municipalities of the company with the highest cost limitation as 
stated in the NVE report. It is difficult to define "natural surrounding" in a simple 
way. This cannot be the potential in municipalities within some distance, since a 
number of factors are involved, such as geographical constraints and the number of 
nearby competitors. Some of the companies in the study also operate in larger re-
8 Such numbers of the capacity in TWh is based on years with normal precipitation (middle 
years). Because of the volatility in amount of precipitation there are large differences from 
"dry" years to "wet" years. 
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gional areas, not just locally. This also complicates defining what can be termed 
the "natural surroundings" of an enterprise. A possible way is to make an individ-
ual assessment of each transaction and include the potential for the nearby munici-
palities' sometimes the whole county. But it seems more convenient to use a 
dummy variable to cover this aspect, denoting whether the company is located in 
an area with significant potential for new small scale power plants or not. This 
classification is presented in appendix 1. 
This discussion then suggests the following hypothesis: 
Hypothesis 2: The transaction value of companies located in areas with 
more generation development potential will be higher than those located in 
low development potential localities. 
To control the results of the above-mentioned hypotheses for the impact of other 
factors, the analysis includes the test of some additional explanatory variables. To 
control a company by owning more than 50 % of the shares is often associated with 
extra value, a control premium. Therefore an additional test concerning whether the 
transaction involves the aspect of control is included. The test considers whether 
there is a higher value when more than 50 % of the shares are involved in the 
transaction. 
The value of generation assets is naturally connected to expectations of future elec-
tricity prices. Hence a logical test concerns whether the level of forward prices 
affects the value. By including the average forward price of the longest contracts 
traded at Nord Pool (three year ahead yearly contracts and two years ahead tertial 
(from 2005 quarterly contracts), one can test this aspect. A higher level of forward 
prices would presumably be linked to higher transaction values. 
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There has also been a discussion of whether public owners of generation assets 
have sold shares in generation companies too cheaply compared to private sellers. 
The data make it possible to test whether the transaction value of companies sold 
by private investors exceed the value held by public owners. 
4.3 DATA, EMPIRICAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
Dealing with unlisted companies makes it hard to obtain accurate data. The data of 
the transactions in this study is obtained from the database of Europower AS (a 
privately owned consulting firm monitoring the industry). As far as the author 
knows, no alternative source for information of the relevant transactions exists. The 
information is obtained during the post deregulation period (1991-2006) based on 
public disclosures. This concerns the date of transaction, object of transaction, 
transaction value, and the size of generation capacity at the time of the transaction 
as well as some supplemental information. 
In the post-deregulation period from 1991 to 2006, 431 transactions have taken 
place involving large blocks of shares of electricity generators, vertically integrated 
companies and transmission companies, involving both domestic and foreign pri-
vate investors. The distribution of transactions in the period is shown in Figure 4.2. 
The activity of mergers and acquisitions peaked around 2000. 
The accounting data needed to calculate benchmark values is obtained from the 
central register of companies, the Bronn0ysund Register. This centre is a govern-
ment body under the Norwegian Ministry of Trade and Industry, and consists of 
several different national computerised registers. 
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1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
Year 
III Observed transactions III Transactions in total 
Figure 4.2: The distribution of transactions after deregulation in 1991, both in total 
and included in the analysis. 
THE FILTRATION PROCESS 
The database of Europower AS consists of 431 transactions from December 1991 
to June 2006. Many of these transactions concerns companies dealing with trans-
mission, distribution and wholesale. Transactions in which no or very small gen-
eration assets are involved are omitted (below 40 GWh yearly capacity). Of the 
remaining transactions some are excluded owing to incomplete data. Some of the 
plants involved in transactions were not legal entities, making it impossible to ob-
tain relevant accounting information. This leads to a final sample size of 65 trans-
actions (from December 1993 to November 2005), involving 32 different compa-
nies (see appendix 1). Descriptive statistics of these transactions are given in Table 
4.1. 
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According to Norwegian standards the figures reveal that the sample consists of 
enterprises with high average transaction values. This is partly because Hafslund 
ASA as a large company (and also a company operating in several industries) is 
included in 11 of the 65 transactions. Because of low income, and high dividend 
payout (as in Hafslund ASA), the average payout ratio is as high as one on average. 
The statistics also show that the industry has relatively high book values of equity 
ratios and low ROE. (Bye et aI., 2001). 
The sample should prove sufficiently representative. Even if a criterion that the 
firm is involved in a transaction, there should be no particular concern relating to 
possible bias. According to NVE there was at the end of 2005, a total of 177 com-
panies9 possessing a licence for electricity generation (NVE, 2006a). The sample 
consists of all kinds of companies such as the larger ones (Hafslund ASA, Agder 
Energi AS, Trondheim Energiverk AS) as well as medium-sized and small produc-
ers. All parts of the country are represented (14 out of 19 counties). 
9 The corresponding number in 2000 was 160. 
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Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics of the companies and transactions in the analysis. 
Variable Number of Average Median Q3 Ql 
observa-
tions tO 
Transaction 
value (mill.) 59 2.225 1.192 2.987 459 
k (DIVINI) 57 0.99 0.64 1.37 0.13 
ROE (three 
years before 148 0.03 0.06 0.12 0.01 
transaction 
year) 
GWh 65 1211 558 1560 219 
Ownership 
shares 61 29.3 % 18.6 % 42,8% 9.3 % 
traded 
Equity ratio 59 0.56 0.45 0.70 0.34 
Price/kWh 
(NOK) 54 2.37 2.30 2.77 1.77 
Price/Book 59 2.72 2.22 2.96 1.42 
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The data enable the development of two models explaining the transaction value of 
the electric utilities (TV). The first version is to use one to three factor versions of 
the residual income model: 
MODELl 
(4.8a) 
(4.8b) 
(4.8c) 
This represents the basic benchmark model for estimating the value of electric util-
ity companies based on the residual income model with different timing of the 
terminal value, and recent accounting information. This approach distinguishes 
between a one-period, a two-period and a three-period model. 
10 The number of observations differs from 65 because of some incomplete data. The data 
of ROE concerns all available firm years up to three years before the transaction. 
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MODEL 2 
Model 2 introduces additional independent variables derived from real option the-
ory. This is done to test the incremental explanatory power. The regression equa-
tions are derived as follows: 
Al 
(4.9a) 
A 2 
(4.9b) 
A 3 
(4.9c) 
in which GWh denotes the existing capacity of generation in GWh (yearly, middle 
production) and PHP denotes the potential of new plants in the area. 
A version of this model with the price/book ratio as dependant variable avoids the 
problems with heteroschedasticy. By dividing equation (4.9a) with book value, one 
derives the following regression equation: 
Al 
(4.10a) 
which represents a relative version of model 2, though with no constant term. A 
version with a constant term becomes: 
Al 
TV V GWh PNP 
- = 'Y + 'Y - + 'Y -- + 'Y -- +£ B Vi /l,O /l, 1 B V it /l, 2 B V i /l, 3 B Vii 
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4.3.1 Empirical results and analysis 
The results of the empirical test of the three verSIOns of the residual income 
benchmark model (model 1) are found in Table 4.2 (The regressions estimated are: 
AI1 
T~ = /30 + /31 . V , where n refers to 1, 2 or 3 factor version). The table shows 
that all three versions of the model essentially yield the same results. The model is 
well established in the data with significant results at conventional levels. The re-
sults are consistent with earlier studies on U.S. and U.K. data (Dechow et al., 1999; 
Stark & Thomas, 1998). Because the results of the three versions of the model are 
similar there will be a focus on the model with the shortest time horizon (VI, equa-
tion (4.7a)) in the following. 
Table 4.2: Results of regression analysis of the three benchmark residual income 
valuation models. 
Number of R2 Adjusted F-value Sig. 
observations R2 
Equation 58 0.427 0.417 42.405 0.000 
(4.8a) 
Equation 58 0.380 0.369 34.964 0.000 
(4.8b) 
Equation 58 0.352 0.340 30.932 0.000 
(4.8c) 
The next step is to compare (4.8a) with (4.9a) and analyze the correlation between 
the independent variables. The purpose is to include the variables capturing option 
values and to test whether this has an incremental explanatory effect. This is done 
by including the generation capacity (CWh) and the potential in the surrounding 
area (PNP). Defining the surrounding area for a given company is extremely diffi-
cult, hence PNP is defined as a dummy variable where the value is 1 if the com-
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pany operates in an area with substantial potential and O elsewherc. The criteria for 
having a substantial potential is that the company operates in a county with more 
than 250 GWH potcntial (according to NVE). The c1assitication is renJered 10 
appendix 1. The countics' potcntial for small scalc plants is shown as well. 
The results of the regression analyses are presented in Table 4.3. SeveraI versions 
are available to examine the data more profoundly, inc1uding aversion \vith only 
G\Vh as an independent variable. The findings shO\v a significant improvement in 
explanation of 100 % from (4.8a) to (4.9a). The adjusted R squared rises from 
0.417 to 0.839 (100 % increase)". 
While both the VI and GWh variable remain highly significant. this does not apply 
to the PNP variable. To test whether there is a slgnificant empirical ctifference be-
tween madel l (Ml) and mode! 2 (M2) the following F-value \vas eslimated (m is 
number of linear rcstrietions (Gujarati, 2003)): 
F = (RSSmoddl - RSSmodd2) / In = (2.5 .1014 - ~'~,'lOLl) / 2 = 79.'8.97 
RSS""d",,/(n-k) 6.4.10 ,55 
Thls valne is significant at a l % level. 
11 The DW inJicalor becomes 10w for Ihe Iwo laller versions. Since Ihe dala does nol rep-
resenl a pure lime serie~, it is difficult lo interprel whal Ihe DW actually measures. 
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No multicollinarity was detected (VJF < 2 for all independent variables). The null 
hypothesis of homoschedasticy could be rejected at the 5 % level when using the 
Breusch-PaganlCook-Weisberg test with regard to model 2. The presence of homo-
schedasticy diverts the focus to the relative version of the model. 
Table 4.4: Correlation matrix (Pearson correlation) of the independent variables in 
model 2 (equation (4.8a)). 
Variable VI GWh PNP 
Vl 
1 
GWh 0.430* 1 
PNP -0.502* -0.466* 1 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-
tailed). 
The result of estimating equation (4.10) where the price/book ratio is the dependant 
variable is rendered in Table 4.5, both with and without a constant term. Also con-
cerning this model no multicollinarity was detected (VJF < 2 for all independent 
variables see footnote 13 and appendix 3b). There is still some heteroschedasticy, 
but not as much as in model 1. The plot of the standardized residuals against pre-
dicted values is shown in appendix 3a. 
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The models are well established in the data, even though the adjusted R squares 
cannot be compared. The results imply that the pricelbook ratio is explained by the 
relationship between conventional valuation and the book value of equity, but also 
significantly by the relationship between generation capacity and the book value of 
equity. In addition there is a part that is explained by the inverse of book value of 
equity for companies located in areas with high potential for growth. 
Table 4.6: Correlation matrix (Pearson correlation) of the independent variables 
(equation (4.10)). 
Variable Vl/Book GWh/Book PNP/Book 
VI/Book 
1 
GWh/Book _0.766*12 1 
PNP/Book 0.119 0.097 1 
* Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
Hence it is a significant increase in explanation by including the additional vari-
ables compared to conventional valuation of the price/book relationship. In this 
version of the model also the PNP/Book variable is significant at a 2 % level (1-
tailed test I3). The previous discussion of the variables' connection to real option 
12 The strong negative correlation is caused by one extreme observation. See appendix 3b. 
If that observation is ignored the correlation becomes 0.017 (which is insignificant). 
13 For I-tailed tests the level of significance shall be divided with 2. 
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theory and real option thinking, shows, therefore the relevance of real options in 
order to deepen the understanding of value and value components. 
ADDITIONAL CONTROLS AND ANAL YSIS 
The analysis shows that there is a significant increase in value explanation by in-
cluding the variables in line with real option theory. In total this yields an incre-
mental explanation of 100 % (from adjusted R squared of 0.417 to 0.839, equation 
(4.8a) compared to equation (4.9a)). 
There are of course a number of additional factors influencing the value and the 
price/book ratio that have to be considered when assessing the results. Intangible 
assets such as human capital and brand equity are not particularly relevant to this 
study. Electricity is a homogenous product and the industry has, to a large extent, 
fairly equal access to key expertice for managing power generation. However, 
there are other factors, including the phenomena of mergers and acquisitions, 
which should be included in this discussion. 
The value of companies being acquired tends to exceed market value. This can 
have many different causes such as the benefits of control. New owners may pos-
sess certain skills or information to make some advantages of the assets compared 
to previous owners (synergy) and hence be willing to pay a premium (Tirole, 
2007). The data for each transaction indicates whether the transaction involves the 
aspect of control or not, i.e. whether the transaction concerns more than 50 % of 
the shares of the company. An introduction of such a variable in equation (4.8), 
(4.9) or (4.10) does not show any significance. 
Other aspects affecting value is associated with various macroeconomic parameters 
such as interest rate, inflation and the general economic situation (Schleifer & 
Vishny, 1992). These factors are too complicated to be included in the analysis. 
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However, the impact of the general forward price of electricity can be tested. The 
average forward price of the longest contracts traded at Nord Pool can serve as a 
proxy for the level of expected long term prices. But this independent variable also 
fails to contribute in explaining the transaction values. 
Yet another concern relates to the GWh variable and the potential link to the mar-
ket power issue. Electricity markets are vulnerable to market power (Borenstein & 
Bushnell, 1999; Newbery, 1995; Skaar & S0rgard, 2007). This may in one way or 
another affect the transaction values observed in his study. In the Norwegian con-
text the state-owned company Statkraft SF controls more than 30 % of generation 
capacity. Only one of the transactions in the sample concerns an acquired company 
with more the 3 % of total generation (Agder Energi AS with 9.8 TWh generation 
of a total 120 TWh i.e. approximately 8.3 %). Hence, this aspect should not have 
any particularly impact on the results. 
The age of the plants could be a possible variable that affects value. One should 
though bear in mind that hydropower plant assets have some different characteris-
tics compared to other generation assets. When hydropower plants are constructed, 
major parts of the assets, as magazine reservoirs and tunnels, are close to infinite 
living. The issue of age will hence not have the same impact as would be the case 
for thermal power plants or wind mill parks. 
Finally the results are tested for whether a seller being public affects transaction 
value. There is, however, no significant impact of this variable. 
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4.4 CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
It is impossible to comment on all potential factors affecting the transaction values 
studied in this paper. Nevertheless, the models presented support the theory that 
independent variables based on real option reasoning seem to be omitted variables 
in model 1. However, the above discussion offers other possible explanations. It is 
hard to explain and understand values of complex companies in the generation 
industry. 
Regarding the PNP variable there should also be some additional remarks. As 
shown in appendix 1, there are only three companies classified as located in flat 
areas. One of these, Hafslund ASA, is involved in 8 of the transactions. One should 
bear in mind that this company is characterized by possessing river plants and not 
reservoirs. River plants do not provide the kind of flexibility that is associated with 
reservoirs; that is the ability to generate relatively more in peak price periods (in 
winter). The GWh capacity of a river plant is hence less valuable than reservoir 
plants. Therefore, it is possible that the PNP variable is capturing this aspect rather 
than location. 
The sample of this study shows that the industry is characterized by high book 
values and rather low equity profitability. Therefore the three different versions of 
the RI model do not vary much indeed. The residual income valuation model is 
suitable for this kind of analysis in which the purpose is to examine and explain the 
market value of companies. When the unit of analysis is firm level, it is advanta-
geous to make use of accounting figures. In the post-deregulation period a restruc-
turing of ownership occurred in the industry with a peak of transactions in 1999-
2001. The activity actually has decreased considerably during recent years. This 
may be linked to the significant rises in electricity prices from autumn 2002. The 
uncertainty caused by several aspects such as rising demand without corresponding 
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mcrease in supply, CO2 allowances, the possibility of the introduction of green 
certificates and the unsettled issue of the home fall institute makes owners of hy-
dro-electric power hesitant to sell. This seems easy to understand of course bearing 
in mind the current period of highly volatile prices. One runs the risk of selling at 
too Iowa price (see appendix 2). 
The residual income valuation model of Feltham & Ohlson (1995) explains ap-
proximately 40 % of the variation in the company values in the generation indus-
try. The results show that secondary data of option components do contribute in 
explaining transaction values of electric utilities involved in mergers or acquisi-
tions over and above the explanatory power provided by the residual income valua-
tion framework. The incremental explanation is approximately 100 %, as the ad-
justed R squared rises from 0.417 to 0.839 moving from model 1 to model 2. 
Despite shortcomings and limitations, the findings therefore provide some support 
for the real option approach for understanding business value in this industry. The 
econometric discussion leads to a focus on the relative versions of the model in 
which the findings are most convincing. The analysis shows how the price/book 
ratio can be explained beyond what is captured by conventional valuation tech-
mques. 
These findings may be used to argue that option aspects do affect the value beyond 
that captured by traditional valuation based on earnings (cash flow, dividend, re-
sidual income). Therefore, one should take account of option components in valua-
tion of companies. With ever more studies of real option applications, the real op-
tion framework enables researchers as well as consultants to assess the business 
value beyond assets-in-place. This may be performed more transparently than just 
assuming an expected growth in cash flowldividendl residual income without a 
solid basis for a growth estimate. 
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Furthermore, this has implications for public and private owners of generation as-
sets as well as advisors involved in negotiating sales of electricity utilities. This 
analysis enhances the understanding of value of generation assets given encour-
agement to using the real option tool to quantify the value beyond assets-in-place 
more accurately. By incorporating option values one can improve the estimation of 
business value of generating companies. This is important for owners in order to 
monitor their values. Traditional valuation techniques should be supplemented by 
real option analysis of the value captured by future opportunities and active man-
agement (Trigeorgis, 1993b). 
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APPENDIX 1 
List of companies involved in the transactions included in the analysis (year of 
transaction in brackets). Some have been involved in several transactions during 
the same year. 
The classification of being in an area with high (1) or low (0) potential regarding 
new hydro-electric power plants is also indicated. 
County County 
poten-
tial 
Company (GWh) 
S0r-
A1S Oppdal Everk (1996,2004) (1) Tr0ndelag 562 
Vest-
Agder Energi AS (2001) (1) Agder 707 
Arendals Fossekompani ASA (1996,2003) (1) 0st-Agder 476 
EAB Produksjon AS (Energiselskapet Asker Akershus 0 
og Bcerum) (1999) (0) 
Eastern Norge Svartisen AS (2003) (1) Nordland 3862 
Elkem ASA (2005) (1) 
Finnmark energiverk AS (1993) (1) Finnmark 542 
Sogn og 
Firdakraft AS (2000) (1) Fjordane 5285 
Hafslund ASA 
(1996,1997,1998,1999,2000,2001,2002,2003 
) (0) 
Hedmark Energi AS (2001) (1) Hedmark 293 
Hellefoss Kraft AS (2002) (1) Buskerud 658 
Horda- 3993 
Herlandsfoss Kraftverk AS (2001) (1) land 
M0re og 
Istad Kraft AS (2000,2001) (1) Romsdal 2696 
M0re og 
NEAS (Nordm0re Energiverk) (2001) (1) Romsdal 2696 
Nordkraft AS (2000) (1) Nordland 3892 
Sogn og 
Nyset-Steggje kraft AS (2000) (1) Fjordane 5285 
Oppland Energi AS (2001) (1) Oppland 939 
Oppland Energiverk AS (2001) (1) Oppland 939 
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County County 
poten-
tial 
Company (GWh) 
Salten Kraftsamband AS (2004) (1 ) Nordland 3862 
Sogn og 
Sogn og fjordane Energi AS (2001) (1) Fjordane 5285 
Sogn og 
Sognekraft AS (1998,1999) (1) Fjordane 5285 
Sogn og 
Sunnfjord Energi AS (1997,1999,2000) (1) Fjordane 5285 
Horda- 3693 
Sunnhordland Kraftlag AS (2000) (1) land 
M0re og 
Tafjord Kraft AS (1999,2001) (1) Romsdal 2696 
Vittingfoss Kraftstasjon AS (2004) (0) Vestfold 74 
Horda- 3693 
Voss og Omland Energiverk AS (2002) (1) land 
0sterdalen Kraftproduksjon AS (2003) (1) Hedmark 293 
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Figure 4.3: System price (spot price) development 2ih October 1997 - 29th December 
2006. 
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Figure 4.4: Development of average forward price (ore/kWh 1 NOKlMWh) ih Sep-
tember 1998 - 2ih December 2006. Average forward price is defined as the average of 
the longest forward contracts traded at Nord Pool. These consist of the three year 
ahead yearly contracts and the two year ahead tertial contracts (up to 2004, from 
2005 quarterly contracts). All together this consists of 9/11 contracts. 
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CHAPTER 5 (PAPER 3): 
A REAL OPTION ANALYSIS OF INVEST-
MENTS IN HYDROPOWER - THE CASE OF 
NORWAy1 
Abstract 
This paper presents a valuation study of hydropower investment opportunities in 
the Norwegian context. According to NVE (Norwegian Water Resources and En-
ergy Directorate, the regulator) there is an energy potential of 39 TWh has not yet 
been developed (generation in a normal year is approximately 120 TWh). 
By using the conceptual real option framework s Dixit & Pindyck (1994) one can 
estimate the value of investment opportunities to NOK 11 million/GWh (EUR 1.4 
million/GWh). Furthermore the optimal trigger price for initiating an investment 
based on electricity forward prices is calculated to NOK 0.32/kWh (EUR 
0.04/kWh). The analysis shows consistency between real option theory and aggre-
gate investment behaviour in Norwegian hydropower. 
Key words: Real Options, Irreversible Investments, Hydropower 
1 A version of this chapter is published in Energy Policy (35) 1112007 pp. 5901-5908. 
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5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Norway is considered as one of the pioneers concerning deregulation of the elec-
tricity market by implementing the Energy Act ("Law of production, transforma-
tion, transmission, sale, distribution and use etc." of 29th June 1990 No. 50) in 
1991, making electricity a competitive commodity (AI-Sunaidy & Green, 2006). 
This opened up for a profound restructuring of the industry, like separation of gen-
eration and transmission and mergers and acquisitions of companies. An implica-
tion of this liberalisation was that both prices and investment decisions were set by 
the market (Nord Pool was established in 1991, but became a fully integrated Nor-
dic power exchange for all the Nordic countries in 2000). There have therefore 
become considerable challenges in the decisions and timing of new investments in 
the uncertain environment of the sector, like highly volatile electricity prices. 
The investment level in more hydropower capacity has been low in the last decade 
(Figure 5.1). Due to significant increase in electricity prices, there is a focus on the 
possibility of introducing more electricity generation capacity in Norway. Large 
scale hydropower projects is reckoned as passe, but there are an increasingly focus 
on small scale hydropower plants (99 % of Norwegian electricity generation is at 
present hydro). In recent reports from the Ministry of Petroleum and Energy (2006) 
and NVE (Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate, the regulator) 
(2006), the potential of small scale hydropower plants and improvements and ex-
pansion of existing plants is estimated to 39 TWh in total (Figure 5.2). This must 
be viewed as significant even if only parts of this potential is realistic to develop 
within the next decade (NVE, 2004). (The numbers of the capacity in TWh is based 
on years with normal precipitation (middle years). Because of the volatility in 
amount of precipitation there are large differences from "dry" years to "wet" years. 
This is referred to as a "theoretical potential (The Ministry of Petroleum and En-
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ergy, 2006). The potential is separated in 23.8 TWh concerning new small scale 
hydropower plants and 15.2 TWh in improvements and extensions of existing 
plants). 
However, there is definitely relevant to ask why not more projects have been initi-
ated earlier. The major explanation is that NVE has limited the availability of prof-
itable projects (Bye, von der Fehr, Riis, & S0rgard, 2003). When prices have been 
relatively low, there have been few projects with sufficiently low costs to be im-
plemented. But this does not give the overall explanation of the low level of in-
vestments (Bye & Hope, 2006). There are a number of factors that influence expec-
tations of electricity prices, making future profitability highly uncertain in this 
industry and hence hold back investments. This relationship has always been 
known intuitively, but with the introduction of real option theory one has a tool for 
calculation and more precisely measure the impact uncertainty have on aggregate 
investment behaviour. This paper applies real option theory both to assess the value 
of investment opportunities and to use this powerful tool to find the relation be-
tween price level of electricity and optimal timing of investment decisions. The 
value of flexibility, as for instance growth opportunities, is incorporated in a real 
option analysis, which by a number of scientists has been pointed out as a weak-
ness of traditional NPV analysis (Berkovitch & Israel, 2004; Brennan & Schwartz, 
1986; Myers, 1987; Pindyck, 1991). These techniques were conventionally devel-
oped to value "passive" financial instruments as bonds and stocks (Trigeorgis, 
1996). Some therefore call NPV a "naive rool" (Milne & Whalley, 2000) when 
applied to project and business valuation. Ross (1995) even says that "optionality 
is ubiquitous and unavoidable" concerning valuation issues. Investments in genera-
tion assets are irreversible. To understand aggregate investment behaviour one has 
to consider the opportunity cost that is involved. This aspect contributes to explain 
the aggregate investment behaviour of hesitance despite an emerging shortage of 
generation capacity. 
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Figure 5.1: Hydropower plants under construction 1989 - 2004 (SSB (Statistics Nor-
way), 2006). 
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2: An introduction of 
the theoretical framework of Dixit & Pindyck (1994) and a discussion of the rele-
vance of this model on investment opportunities in Norwegian hydropower. Sec-
tion 3: The application of this model, including a discussion of the input parameters 
and the numerical analysis. Section 4 draws the conclusions and implications. 
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Hydropower potential (TWh) 
Not developed; 39 
Protected; 44,2 
Approved licenses; 
1 
Under 
construction; 1,3 
Already 
developed; 119,7 
Figure 5.2: Hydropower potential in TWh (NVE, 2006; The Ministry of Petroleum 
and Energy, 2006). 
5.2 METHODOLOGY 
The theoretical platform is the model framework of Dixit & Pindyck (1994). When 
a firm decides to make an irreversible investment, it exercises an option. The lost 
option value is an opportunity cost that must be included in the assessment of the 
investment cost which is an essential feature in explaining the lack of consistency 
between neoclassical investment theory and actual investment behaviour (Pindyck, 
1991). Permission from the regulator is not infinite, but in practice many of the 
potential projects are not applied licence for before they are economically interest-
ing. It is not unrealistic to assume that a company can postpone the licence applica-
tion process in order to consider timing of the investment and hence can choose to 
invest immediately or at an optional time in the future. New information can be 
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revealed before commitment (there is of course a time lag from investment decision 
to a plant can generate, but this is ignored in the analysis). 
The basic model of Dixit & Pindyck (1994) is an extension of the model developed 
by McDonald & Siegel (1986). One version of this framework is to treat the price 
(P) of the project's output as a geometric random walk. The interesting variable is 
V(P), the value of the project as a function of P. To obtain this value one can view 
the project as a set of options (McDonald & Siegel, 1986). In this version of the 
model it is also a goal to find a critical P*, where the firm only invests if P > P*. 
An important assumption for making such an approach is whether the stochastic 
changes in P are spanned with existing assets. This assumption means that there 
has to be possible to construct a dynamic portfolio of assets, which the price per-
fectly correlates with P. This has been applied on electricity markets by several 
(Deng, Johnson, & Sogomonian, 2001). This means that the investment opportu-
nity can be solved by the use of contingent claim valuation (Schwartz, 1997). One 
major advantage is that this excludes the difficult and complex discussion of risk 
preferences and discount rates. Yet an additional advantage is that this excludes the 
need of any forecast for long-term electricity prices (Schwartz, 1998). 
There are factors making electricity not comparable to most other commodities 
(Clewlow & Strickland, 2000; Koekebakker & S0dal, 2001). From the physics of 
electricity one can learn that demand and generation must match each other con-
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tinuously. If not in balance the transmission network will collapse. Current tech-
nology gives no possibility of storing electricitl. This non storability aspect im-
plies that electricity cannot be considered a financial asset, eliminating the possibil-
ity for the traditional arbitrage approach. The implication of this is that a megawatt 
hour of power cannot be held as an investment in a portfolio. Electric power can 
neither be borrowed nor shortened, and then bought back and returned later. This 
violates the important spanning assumption in the Dixit & Pindyck framework, and 
the traditional non arbitrage approach for valuation of options. Finance based asset 
pricing do therefore not apply to power spot price dynamics. But efficient markets 
do apply to the pricing of derivatives on power. Therefore this study relates to for-
ward contracts which not are under the same restrictions. 
Because of these special properties of electricity, there are strong reasons for deal-
ing with forward prices directly, rather than endogenously through spot prices 
(Koekebakker & S0dal, 2001). If one relate to the observed forward and futures 
prices one deal with a tradable asset, and do not need to struggle with the compli-
cated area of electricity spot price as a non-asset. While electricity is non-storable, 
forward contracts are. Hence by relating to forward prices, there should be no vio-
lation of the essential spanning assumption in the Dixit & Pindyck framework. 
2 There are some possibilities of storing. Advanced, expensive technologies like 
pumped/storage hydro, high pressure air facilities and batteries can convert electricity into 
potential energy in other forms and convert it back. This is though a rare opportunity and 
involves significant loss in conversion. This is ignored in the analysis. 
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The model relies on a geometric random walk. This is a convenient assumption 
because it yields an analytical solution. The modelling of stochastic process is 
nonetheless controversial. The recommendation of Ronn (2002) is geometric 
Brownian motion (GBM) for forward priced based models of electricity prices. 
This model is in continuous time. In practice however, observed forward prices are 
restricted to discrete values. Nevertheless, the underlying factors in the industry, 
like the market mechanisms in an industry with many participants, the sensitivity 
of national reservoir level information and downpour and temperature forecasts as 
well as the regulators constant monitoring of the industry, are continuous in nature. 
Therefore it should not be controversial to apply a continuous time model for the 
stochastic process of forward electricity prices. 
The value of investment opportunities in hydropower generation is of obvious rea-
sons strongly related to future expected prices of electricity. Hydropower plants are 
normally assumed lasting for several decades. Investors are thus looking way ahead 
of3-4 years forward prices that can be observed at Nord Pool. However, there is no 
efficient market for longer forward prices. The observed prices that are used in this 
analysis are the longest contracts that can provide reliable data and thus are the best 
estimates of value of both generation assets-in-place and investment opportunities. 
The described modelling implies that the hydro generation basically behaves like a 
base load producer. This neglects the flexibility characteristics that are associated 
with hydro generation, and represents a shortcoming. 
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5.3 THE APPLICATION OF THE DIXIT & PINDYCK MODEL ON 
NORWEGIAN HYDROPOWER INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
5.3.1 Data for applying the model 
Sigma, (J 
a is the standard deviation of the underlying. In this context this implicates that a is 
the standard deviation of the observed forward prices. The forward contract struc-
ture at Nord Pool has gone through a transition phase. The previous structure was 
based on the distinction of three seasons: Winter 1 (1 st January - 30th April), Sum-
mer (1 st May - 30th September) and Winter 2 (1 st October - 31 st December). There 
were also year forward contracts. The new forward contract structure is based on 
calendar month, quarter (three calendar months) and year contracts. This was intro-
duced in 2004 (Nord Pool, 200S). 
Table 5.1: Average annualised standard deviation of the relevant forward contracts. 
Average annualised standard deviation on yearly 
and tertialiquarterly forward contracts 1999 - 2006 
Year Average annualised 
standard deviation 
1999 IS.0% 
2000 8.S% 
2001 18.7% 
2002 2S.S% 
2003 38.1% 
2004 16.9% 
200S 21.1% 
2006 26.6% 
To obtain an overview of the term structure and volatility it should be sufficient to 
concentrate on the tertial/quarterly and yearly contracts. These are the longest con-
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tracts that give the most relevant information when the purpose is to focus on 
valuation of investment opportunities. The tertia1 (from 2004 quarterly) contracts 
are tradable for the two following years after trading, while the yearly contracts are 
tradable for three years ahead. By analysing these nine/eleven contacts one can 
obtain a term structure and a long time volatility trend. 
From the FTP server of Nord Pool one can obtain a simple descriptive analysis of 
the tertia1, quarterly and yearly contracts. Since the volatility parameter in GBM is 
an annua1ized volatility the annualised standard deviations for the price return of 
the relevant contracts are shown in Table 5.1 (from 2004 the prices are in Euro. 
The change into the Norwegian currency has been based on the average currency 
the actual year). These numbers reveal the seasonal pattern and also the term struc-
ture of the volatility (Lucia & Schwartz, 2002; Ronn, 2002). The numbers also 
reveal an increase in volatility after the shock winter of 2002-03. 
The results are consistent with earlier studies (Bjerksund, Rasmussen, & Stens1and, 
2000; Koekebakker & Ollmar, 2005). There is also consistency with the assump-
tion of Ronn (2002). The volatility is high for contracts with short time to maturity 
and is convex decreasing for contracts with longer time to maturity. An overall 
analysis of the development of the forward prices (Figure 5.3) shows though an 
increase in both price level and volatility level after the winter 2002-03. Overall 
this gives support to let the level of a be about 20 - 25 % as a base case volatility 
input parameter in the model. In the analysis later in this paper the starting point for 
the calculations is set with a a of 25 %. 
Price, P 
The sigma is derived from an analysis of the structure of a portfolio of forward 
contracts. Hence the P for forward prices that has to be the X-axes concerning 
valuation of the investment opportunities and the trigger for investments in the 
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Dixit & Pindyck model framework, has to be obtained from the same portfolio of 
forward contracts. 
400,00 
a. 
Q) 
g" 300,00 
l 
Q) 
:::::I 
~ 
200,00 
100,00 
Figure 5.3: Development of average forward price (ore/kWh / NOKlMWh) ih Sep-
tember 1998 - 2ih December 2006. 
The P variable should be a measure of the level of forward prices. The choice of 
this paper is to let P be the average forward price of the six tertial (eight quarterly) 
and three year ahead forward prices. If one relate to these nine/eleven contracts one 
can calculate an average forward price at each trading day. The development of this 
representative forward price is shown in Figure 5.3. 
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Figure 5.4: Reservoir level statistics 1999-2006 (NVE, 2007). 
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In the theoretical introduction of the Dixit & Pindyck model the r5 represented the 
net marginal convenience yield from storage. The assumption was that the output 
was a storable commodity. As pointed out, this is a complex issue concerning elec-
tricity. But in the hydropower dominated system of Norway the water reservoir 
levels can serve as a kind of inventory, leading to high reservoir levels (inventory) 
in the summer, and low in the winter (Figure 5.4). 
The definition of convenience yield is "the flow of services which accrues to the 
owner of a physical inventory but not to the owner of a contract for future deliv-
ery" (Brennan, 1991). As already pointed out, electricity have some peculiar prop-
erties. Because of this there should be made some careful considerations. Botterud, 
Bhattacharya, & Ilic (2002) points out that there are asymmetry aspects between 
the supply and demand side of a hydropower based electricity market. Their argu-
ment is that there is some flexibility in generation, which can be used for profit 
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purposes at price peaks in the day ahead spot market. But the situation is not the 
same on the demand side, with limited possibility to adjust demand according to 
price level. Therefore there are strong incentives for a risk averse demand side to 
lock in as much as possible of expected future demand in the forward/futures mar-
ket. This leads to a hypothesis of negative convenience yield consistent with the 
contango hypothesis. 
Another aspect is the seasonal influence on the convenience yield. As with spot and 
forward prices, also the convenience yield varies throughout the year (Gj0lberg & 
Johnsen, 2001). In the winter time when reservoir levels are low and hence prices 
are high, the alternative cost of generation is high, yielding a higher 6. In the sum-
mer when reservoir levels are high and hence prices lower, the 6 is lower and as-
sumable negative (Botterud et aI., 2002). 
The convenience yield is therefore not a constant as the Dixit & Pindyck model 
calls for. This is though also the case for most other commodities. It should not be 
a serious obstacle for the study to assume a constant convenience yield. The 6 can 
be interpreted as an opportunity cost of delaying construction of investment pro-
jects. By delaying a project, the firm looses a certain time of production that could 
have yielded profit. This can be termed an opportunity cost of delaying investment 
projects for keeping the real option alive. The 6 hence represents the level of this 
opportunity cost. This parameter can be obtained from the average convenience 
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yield for the most recent forward contracts that are included in the analysis3. How-
ever, as shown in table 5, V(P) is sensitive even with slightly changes in 6. 
The formula of measuring the convenience yield, I.jft,r, (Pindyck, 2001) over a pe-
riod tto t+Tis: 
(5.1) 
where Pt is the spot price at time t, Ft,T is the future price for delivery at time t+ T, 
rT is the risk free T-period interest rate, and kT is the per unit cost of physical stor-
age. This equation can be proved by normal non arbitrage reasoning (Pindyck, 
2001). Storage cost is assumed like zero in this context (torage costs are vital in a 
normal discussion of convenience yield, but storage of forward contracts seems 
reasonable to set as zero). The relative convenience yield becomes: 
If/~r = [(1 + rr) . ~ ] - 1';,r 
t 
(5.2) 
To obtain a current real option value the focus is on the latest quarterly and yearly 
contracts, which determines the 6. By using equation (5.2) one gets the results 
shown in Table 5.2. 
3 This parameter is under GBM related to the expected growth in the current estimate of 
the forward curve P. If one e. g. calls the growth a, we can set that a = r - b. 
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Table 5.2: Relative convenience yield based for the next two years quarterly (CV Iql 
- CV 2q4) 2004 - 2006 and the next three years yearly (CV I - CV 3) contracts 2003 -
2006. 
Relative Number of Min. Max. Mean Std. Devia-
convenience observations tion 
yield 
Cy 1 993 -0.56 0.76 0.0351 0.17191 
Cy2 1001 -0.53 0.78 0.0813 0.18509 
Cy 3 1001 -0.50 0.77 0.0894 0.18733 
CY 1q1 501 -0.73 0.23 -0.1946 0.15616 
CY 1q2 502 -0.53 0.41 0.0190 0.15279 
CY 1q3 502 -0.48 0.48 0.0671 0.16094 
CY 1q4 502 -0.65 0.40 -0.0529 0.18020 
CY2q1 752 -0.72 0.35 -0.1092 0.16757 
CY2q2 753 -0.48 0.46 0.0768 0.15090 
CY2q3 753 -0.41 0.51 0.1175 0.15044 
CY2q4 753 -0.64 0.42 -0.0149 0.16191 
The weighed average of the calculations shown in table 2 gives a parameter of c5 
about 2.2 %. If one focuses more on the longest contracts, this would give a 
slightly higher estimate. So for the base case in the analysis it seems appropriate to 
set c5 as 2.5 %. This parameter shows then the advantage of possessing hydropower 
in reservoirs (as inventory) compared to locked future delivery in forward con-
tracts. 
Risk free rate, r 
The model does only call for the risk free rate. This can be determined by lO year 
Norwegian Government bonds (Norges Bank, 2007). The r used in the model is the 
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monthly average of these bonds as the focus is on long-term investments. But in 
equation (5.1) and (5.2) the monthly average 12 months interest rate is used (in 
early 2007 this is approximately 4.5 %.) (determined by NIB OR, Norwegian Inter-
Bank Offered Rate) (2005). 
Investment, I 
The general picture when examining this sector is the high entry barrier of high 
investment costs and the relatively low level of variable cost. Concerning invest-
ments the reports from NVE seem to level 3 NOKJkWh and 5 NOKJkWh as stan-
dard interval concerning classification of the potential new hydropower plants. 
According to NVE reports (NVE, 2004) there is an overall estimation that the eco-
nomically limit for investment is considered 3 NOKJkWh. This limit has been in-
creased since then. A NVE report also show the increased knowledge of small 
scale hydropower plants leading to a significant upside change in potential (NVE, 
2005). In this model framework it therefore seems appropriate to use these numbers 
as the investment expenditure in the analysis. 
Variable cost, c 
There is low cost in production in this industry. The level of c is dependant of as-
pects like age, size and complexity (NVE, 2002). An approach for new investments 
according to the same report is estimating the variable cost as 1 % of the invest-
ment (excluded financial cost in building period.). This must be considered as ex-
tremely low compared to other commodities and industries. Nevertheless, these 
estimates can be referred to as maintenance, which would be of no relevance in 
short term operating decisions. This is an argument for letting this part of the costs 
be included in the investments cost (which NVE refers to as "conservative") and let 
the c parameter be closer to zero. 
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5.3.2 Analysis of option value and trigger price 
The above discussion of parameter values gives a way of calculating the option 
value in this sector according to the following equations in the model framework of 
Dixit & Pindyck (1994): 
where: 
V(P) = A\pfJj if P < c 
V(P) = A2 PfJ2 + PI 5 - cl r if P ~ c 
/31 =1I2-(r-5)/(}2+~(r-5)1(}2_1I2f +2rl(}2t2 
/32 = 112 - (r - 5)1 (}2 - ~(r - 5)1 (}2 -112 f + 2r 1 (}2 t2 
The constants Al and A2 are expressed as: 
(5.3a) 
(5.3b) 
(5.4a) 
(5.4b) 
(5.5a) 
(5.5b) 
Figure 5.5 shows the results on the basis of the previous discussed volatility (0), 
convenience yield (<:5), risk free rate (r) and investment level of 300 (0re/kWh) and 
hence variable cost 3 (0re/kWh). 
P represents the average forward price of the included forward contracts. The 
value, V(P) is the value of an investment opportunity in 0re (0.01 NOK) per kWh. 
The figure shows the significant value this option has depending on forward price 
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level. A change in input parameter I and hence c, to 500 and 5 as discussed earlier, 
reveals not a big difference in the results. 
The option value of investment opportunities is mainly the intrinsic in-the-money 
value, close to rnax {( P / 5) - (c / r); 0 )}. The option value to stop producing when 
prices are decreasing ("time value") is low because of the low variable cost (c). 
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Figure 5.5: Value of investment opportunity as a function of average forward price. 
With the first set of parameters, at a present (late 2006) level of forward prices of 
about 30, this gives an option value of about 11 NOKlkWh (Table 5.3). This option 
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value is though sensitive both to changes in r5 (Table 5.4) and a (Table 5.5). A 
lower r5 would result in a considerable higher option value. 
Table 5.3: Option value as a function of average forward price (0=0.25, 15=0.025, 
r=0.045, 1=300, c=3). 
Average forward price 15 20 25 30 35 40 
(ore/kWh) 
Value of option 545 742 940 1139 1338 1538 
(erelkWh) 
If a local company then possesses a potential of 100 GWh in its area, this gives a 
value of NOK 1.1 billion according to this approach. This can be a qualified esti-
mate for the value of the company beyond assets-in-place, and hence be an esti-
mate for a bid premium if such a company is involved in a merger or acquisition4. 
What about the optimal timing of investing? The model framework of Dixit & 
Pindyck (1994) has developed the following equation that reveals the P* when 
solved numerically: 
4 There are a number of other aspects involved in such an assessment as quota regulations, 
the relationship with private fall rights owners (land owners) and the uncertainty of getting 
permission from NVE. 
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(5.6) 
where A2 , A, /32 are defined as in (5.5b), (5.4a) and (5.4b). 
Table 5.4: Sensitivity analysis of the option value when the 0 parameter is changed. 
Average for- Value of option (ore/kWb) 
ward price (0'=0.25, r=0.045, 1=300, c=3) 
(ore/kWh) 
6 = 0.01 6= 0.02 6 = 0.03 6 = 0.04 
20 1937 940 612 454 
25 2436 1189 776 575 
30 2935 1438 941 698 
35 3435 1687 1107 821 
With the initial parameters «(1=0.25, 6=0.025, r=0.045, 1=300, c=3) this gives a P* 
according to the equation in the model framework of about 32 0re/kWh. The model 
suggests that the representative forward price should be at 32 0re/kWh before it is 
optimal to make an irreversible investment in more hydropower capacity. Table 5.6 
shows the effect on P* when different parameters are changed, one at the time. The 
results show that the trigging price is sensitive for changes in parameter values. 
Especially is the trigger price vulnerable for the level of volatility «(1). 
One message from a real option approach is that uncertainty reduces investment. 
The increasing level of volatility in electricity forward prices increases the option 
value and hence makes investors hesitant due to the high level of the alternative 
cost in irreversible investments. The model reveals that optimal investment timing 
is not before the average forward price has exceeded 30 0re/kWh (NOK 30/MWh). 
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Historically this is a very high level. This level has not been reached before late 
2005 (see Figure 5.3). If the volatility was at 20 % (instead of 25 %) the optimal 
trigger forward price would be about 27 0re/kWh. 
Table 5.5: Option value as function of average forward price including different vola-
tilities as input parameters. 
Average Value of option (0re/kWh) 
forward (i)=0.025, r=0.045, 1=300, c=3) 
price ()=o () = 0.20 () = 0.225 () = 0.30 
(ore/kWh) 
20 733 737 739 749 
25 933 936 938 946 
30 1133 1135 1137 1145 
35 1333 1335 1336 1344 
Figure 5.6 shows these results graphically. The tangency point of F(P) (option 
value) with V(P) -1 gives the optimal trigger price for an investment. If there is no 
volatility, the traditional NPV rule can be applied. For any positive a the NPV rule 
must be modified to include the relevant opportunity cost of the option value. Note 
that the curves are very close from approximately P = 25 and upward, leading to 
possible investment decision at some lower trigger price. 
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Table 5.6: Optimal trigger price for different input parameters. 
I c Sigma, (j Delta, t5 r P* 
300 3 0.25 0.025 0.045 32.22 
400 4 0.25 0.025 0.045 42.96 
300 3 0.20 0.025 0.045 27.43 
300 3 0.225 0.025 0.045 29.74 
300 3 0.25 0.03 0.045 33.25 
300 3 0.25 0.02 0.045 31.24 
300 3 0.25 0.025 0.03 29.52 
300 3 0.30 0.02 0.06 35.46 
5.4 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
This paper has applied the real option model framework of Dixit & Pindyck (1994) 
to potential hydropower investments in Norway to quantify the option value and to 
understand the timing and aggregate investment behaviour in this industry. The 
option value is quantified according to the input parameters of the model. Option 
values are a crucial, but a difficult part of business valuation (Ross, 1995). The 
existence of option values are beyond debate, but the quantification can be compli-
cated. This study uses option methodology to estimate the value per kWh of poten-
tial hydropower investments. 
On the basis of reasonable input parameters the value of such investment opportu-
nities is calculated to about 11 NOKlkWh or 11 million NOKlGWh. This makes an 
adequate estimate concerning valuation of this potential according to relevant input 
parameters. This framework can thereby contribute to assess a bid premium in con-
nexion with mergers and acquisitions when hydropower potential is involved. This 
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model framework establishes a solid foundation for the valuation beyond assets-in-
place. 
200 
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P*= 32.22 
100 
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o~~~--~~----~--~----~----~--------~--------~ 
-500· 
o 
(J = 0.25 8 = 0.025 r = 0.045 I = 300 c = 3 
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Figure 5.6: Graphical solution of P* with basic parameters. 
40 45 50 
The results shown here can also give one explanation to why there has been a low 
level of new investments in the hydropower sector. The nature of investments in 
more hydropower capacity is irreversible, making the option component a substan-
tial alternative cost. The analysis shows that the implications are that the price level 
has to be quite high, way up in the 30ies (0re/kWh), before optimal investment 
timing is reached, and the value of the investment exceeds the projects full cost. 
This is a price level that has not been seen before late in 2005 (Figure 5.6). Accord-
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ing to SSB (2006) there have in 1994 - 2004 each year been under construction 
less than 1.2 TWh (Figure 5.2), lower than granted licenses and much lower than 
applied licenses. This reality gives support to the results of this real option ap-
proach. 
The analysis also shows that the (J in the model, the volatility of the forward price, 
has profound impact on the option value and hence the hesitation for making irre-
versible investments. There have always existed uncertainty factors for investor in 
this sector. The uncertainty has been linked to aspects like demand, international 
fuel prices, transmission constraints and climate. But there seems to be an increase 
in uncertainty and hence volatility in the electricity price development. This sig-
nificant increase in volatility can possibly be linked to a number of controversial 
and partly unsettled political issues as the possible introduction of green certifi-
cates5, the introduction of CO2 allowances, the home fall institute6, and the emerg-
ing awareness of low level of new investments, higher demand and transmission 
constraints. The increase in oil, gas and coal prices is also interfering. Anyway, the 
5 For several years there were expectations of a common Norwegian Swedish market of 
green certificates which would make investments in renewable electricity generation like 
hydropower plants more profitable. This was abandoned by the Norwegian Government 
in 2006. 
6 The home fall institute is founded in the Norwegian legislation of possessing and operat-
ing hydropower plants. Home fall essentially means that private owned plants will with-
out compensation be passed over to the authorities when the licence expires. The length 
of a licence is 60 years, but will possibly be 75 years. There has been considerable dispute 
on this issue since 200 I, especially whether publicly owned plants also should be under 
the same legislation. 
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model shows that by reducing the uncertainty one can lower the option value (al-
ternative cost) and hence trigger the investments at a lower price. More stability 
and more predictable framework conditions will thus decrease the uncertainty and 
possibly make electricity prices less volatile. This encourages more investments in 
small scale hydropower plants and probably other electricity generation facilities. 
This real option analysis gives deeper insight into a controversial issue. An option 
approach explains investment behaviour in a way that is not captured by a neoclas-
sical NPV approach. Even if there is factors in the application of the Dixit & 
Pindyck framework that are disputable, the analysis shows that real option theory 
gives insight in the value of investment opportunities and aggregate investment 
behaviour in this industry. 
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APPENDIX 1: MATLAB PROGRAMMING 
The following programming has been performed in MA TLAB to apply the model 
framework developed by Dixit and Pindyck (1994) based on an initial model by 
McDonald and Siegel (1985) (comments are in Norwegian): 
• Programming concerning valuation of investment potential: 
y = projectvalue(sigma,delta,r,I,c) 
betal=1/2-(r-delta)/sigmaA2+(((r-delta)/sigmaA2-
1/2)A2+2*r/sigmaA2)A(1/2); 
beta2=1/2-(r-delta)/sigmaA2-(((r-delta)/sigmaA2-
1/2)A2+2*r/sigmaA2)A(1/2); 
Al=(r-beta2*(r-delta))/(r*delta*(betal-beta2))*cA(1-betal); 
A2=(r-betal*(r-delta))/(r*delta*(betal-beta2))*cA(1-beta2); 
P=O:O.l:c; 
y=Al*p.Abetal; 
plot(P,y); 
hold 
P=c:O.l:ll; 
z=A2*p. Abeta2+P/delta-c/r; 
plot(P,z); 
holdf:f; 
xlabel('P',' ',12); 
ylabel(' ( ',12,' 
strsigma=num2str(sigma); 
out=['\ =',strsigma]; 
text(3.S,20,out); 
strdelta=num2str(delta); 
out=['\ ',strdelta]; 
text(S,20,out); 
strr=num2str(r); 
out=[' ',strr]; 
text(7,20,out); 
strI=num2str(I); 
out=['T ',strI]; 
text(9,20,out); 
strc=num2str(c); 
out=['c ',strc]; 
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text(10.5,20,out) ; 
• Programming concerning optimal investment timing (P*): 
n y = pstar(sigma,delta,r,I,c,PO) 
beta1=1/2-(r-delta)/sigmaA2+( ((r-delta)/sigma A2-
1/2)A2+2*r/sigmaA2)A(1/2) ; 
beta2=1/2-(r-delta)/sigmaA2-( ((r-delta)/sigma A2-
1/2)A2+2*r/sigmaA2)A(1/2) ; 
A1=(r-beta2* (r-delta))/(r*delta* (beta1-beta2))*c A(1-be tal); 
A2=(r-beta1* (r-delta))/(r*delta* (beta1-beta2))*c A(1-be ta2); 
f=@(P)A2*(beta1-beta2)/(beta1)*p. Abeta2+(beta1-
1)/(delta*beta1)*P-c/r-I; 
z=fzero(f,PO) ; 
P=0:0.03:c; 
y1=A1*p. Abeta1-I; 
plot(P,y1) ; 
hold alL; 
P=c:0.1:50; 
y2=A2*P. Abeta2+P/delta-c/r-I; 
plot(P,y2) ; 
P=O:O.l:z; 
a=beta2*A2/beta1*zA (beta2-beta1)+1/(delta*beta1)*zA (1-beta1); 
g=@(P)a*P. Abeta1; 
h=plot(P,g(P)) ; 
) ; 
xlabel('P',' ',12); 
Y 1 abe 1 ( , T) - ',' Ft:, 
strsigma=num2str(sigma) ; 
out=['\ ',strsigma]; 
text(5,-270,out) ; 
strdelta=num2str(delta) ; 
out= [' \ I " strdelta]; 
text(12,-270,out) ; 
strr=num2str(r) ; 
out=[' ',strr]; 
text(19,-270,out) ; 
strI=num2str(I) ; 
out=['I = ',strI]; 
text(26,-270,out) ; 
strc=num2str(c) ; 
out=[' = ',strc]; 
text(31,-270,out) ; 
strc=num2str(z) ; 
, , 12, , 
l l 
f .h. 
out=['$\leftarrow\, pA*=$ ',strc]; 
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text(z,g(z) ,out,' :'n. ' ,8, , 
, ) ; 
. . 
1 1 
NumberOfXticks=size(xticks); 
absticklength=ticklength(l); 
I ... 
1.:' 
pi 
yl=Axespos(2)-Axespos(4)*ylimits(1)/(ylimits(2)-ylimits(l)); 
1 
annotation ( '1 [xl, xl+Axespos (3) J, [yl, ylJ); 
xt=xl; 
yt=yl+absticklength; 
for i=2:NumberOfXticks(2) 
xt=xl+xticks(i)*Axespos(3)/(xlimits(2)-xlimits(1)) ; 
( 1 
( )); 
r ( ( )) f f 
, r 
I ... f f f I.. I .. lx ( L) ! 
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text (' 
cnd 
J ) ; 
',num2str(xticks(i)), I 
rt .. :Lc:a . .:L.1.\:L , , , , , , 
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CHAPTER 6 (PAPER 4): 
THE VALUE OF OPERATIONAL FLEXIBIL-
ITY BY ADDING THERMAL TO HYDRO-
POWER - A REAL OPTION APPROACH 
Abstract: 
Thls paper presents a valuation study of operational f1exibility for a hydropower 
operator re~tricted by contracls to deliver a steady flow of e1ectricity to the contraet 
countcrpart. The hydropO\vcr operator has the flcxibility to dclivcr from own pro-
duction of hydro-electric generatian, or deliver by buying option contraets of elec-
tricity from thermal electricIty producers. The option may be in the form of a call 
option, or may be an implicit option crealed by having a separate thennal electric-
ity plant tha! can be switchcd on and off. Lang IC1ID industry contraets can make 
some operators obligated to al\vays generate at a cet1ain minimum level. Such op-
erators cannot save the water in the reservoirs for peak price periods if this action 
eompromise~ their ability lo deliver the eontraeted minimum. 11' thennal generation 
is added and controlled, flexibility is enhaneed and henee more generation can be 
allowed in peak price periods. 
To assess this value or operationa! flexibility the switehing option mode! of Kulati-
laka (1988) is applied. The numcrical ca1culations, introducing nuc1ear. coal fired 
or gas fired generation, show an optiOll vallle for a hydro operator also controlling 
thennal generation of NOK 65 ! NOK 45 ! NOK 13, respectively, per MWh yearly 
generation capacity. 
Key words: Operational flexibility, Real options, Electricity generation 
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6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The foeus of the paper is to assess the value of operational flexibility of a hydro 
based operator who has the possibility to add therma1 power to his production. If a 
hyJropower operator i~ restricted in minimum generation due to for example lang 
tenn industry cootraets, there is an addcd operational flcxibility whcn thennal gCl1-
eration could alternatively be used at a east lower than the CUITent spot price of 
electricity. The added flexibility would intuitively represent value, if the option is 
optimally exploiteJ. A key point in understanding the Norwegian (and NorJic) 
clcctricity market is the scasonal pattcm of priccs. Electricity demand is conncctcd 
to heating requiremcnts (3 t % in 2001) (The Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, 
2006a), wlllch for obvions climatic reasons is much higher m the wmter period 
compared to other t>easont>. The integration of Ihennal generation would therefore 
provide some obvious benefits for an operator restrietcd in seheduling planning by 
industry eontracts. By using thermal pO\\'er instead of hydropower in some parts of 
the year, in order to produee relatively more in peak price periods, one should yield 
an extra value. a premium, whieh must be laken inlo consideration when buying or 
renting thennal generation eapaeity. The rcseareh question for this paper is: 
• What IS the value of operational tlexibility in generation when controlling 
thermal generation in addition to hydro? 
The purpose of this paper is to calculate the value of operational flexibility by us-
ing the switching option model developed by Kulatilaka (19HH). The aim is to cal-
culate the impaet on value of being able lo switch between alternative sourees of 
generating teehnologies in order to take advantage of higher c1eetrieity priees when 
national reservoir levels are 10\\'. The estimated valne of this option is useful in 
several settings. Thls value must be taken mto aeconnt when the rent or investment 
cost tor thermal generation is assessed. The valne can also be used to justify gov-
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ernmental subsidies at system level for initiating investments in thermal generation 
to avoid random fluctuations in supply due to variation in precipitation. 
6.1.1 Background and motivation 
The Norwegian power system is almost entirely dominated by hydro power. Ac-
cording to NVE (the regulator), hydro power provides more than 98% of electricity 
generation, whereas the remaining 2% is produced by wind or thermal sources 1. 
This makes the Norwegian power system quite unique compared to other coun-
tries2 . Hydropower is renewable, does not emit CO2 and is in Norway a relatively 
cheap source of energy. 
The generating capacity can be considerably increased by small scale hydro power 
plants3• Projects are also emerging based on alternative technologies, especially 
1 In 2007 the yearly middle production of hydro was 121.8 TWh, wind generation was 0.9 
TWh and thermal generation was 1.5 TWh (www.nve.no). 
2 Norway is the 6th largest hydro power generator in the world (NVE, 2003). 
3 In a report from NVE (Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate) (2004), the 
total estimated potential of small scale hydro power plants is in total 25 TWh with an in-
vestment cost below 3 NOKlkWh. Furthennore the estimated potential with investment 
cost between 3 NOKlkWh and 5 NOKlkWh is about 7 TWH, making a total of 32 TWh 
with the highest cost limitation. There is also a potential for improvements and expansion 
of existing hydro power plants. Due to the development of more advanced generating 
technology there is a potential for enhancing the effect of present plants by almost 12 
TWh according to NVE (2006). Correspondingly the latest statistics from SSB (Statistics 
Norway) have raised the total potential of hydro power capacity in Norway from 186 TWh 
in 2003 to 205 TWH in 2004. 
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wind and thermal (gas firedt The power generation under construction will lead to 
a slight decrease in the hydro dependence from 98 % to possibly 94 % by 2010 
(The Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, 2006a). Thermal power plants are cur-
rently, however, a controversial political issue. One gas fired thermal power plant 
is recently implemented and others are commissioned5. In addition, the possible 
introduction of coal-fired and even nuclear thermal power plants is debated, but 
none has reached the planning stage. There has also been an increased international 
interaction along with increased transmission capacity. 
Hydropower generation represents a source of flexibility. The water can be 
"stored" in reservoirs thus creating an operational flexibility through which opera-
tors can adapt to demand and price signals6 . This is a continuous optimalization 
problem faced by the generators in their scheduling planning, as studied by several 
(Fosso, Gjelsvik, Haugstad, Mo & Wangensteen, 1999; Nasakkala & Keppo, 
2005). According to a recent valuation report on Statkraft SF7 (Lehman Brothers, 
2006) it would be reasonable to assume that this company could achieve a 10 % 
premium compared to the annual system average price (spot price) due to its ability 
to generate on demand when prices are high. 
4 The Government aims to have 3 TWh wind power generation within 20lO (The Ministry 
of Petroleum and Energy, 2006a). This corresponds to lOOO MW installed capacity and 
according to NVE (2007) this should be an achievable ambition. 
S The first plant at Karsto started up in November 2007. There are under construction gas 
fired thermal power plants that will provide 5 TWh before 2012 (NVE, 2007). 
6 This flexibility concerns operators with reservoirs and does not refer to those operating 
river plants. 
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There are operators that only possess little operational flexibility. Some generators 
are restricted of long term industry contracts, and thereby obligated to always gen-
erate at a certain level8. Such operators have limited opportunities for saving water 
in the reservoirs for peak price periods. In such situations there is a genuine possi-
bility of enhancing flexibility and hence postpone more generation to peak price 
periods if thermal generation is added and controlled. The following decision alter-
natives exist for the operator: 1) Use solely own generation restricted by the con-
tracts, reservoir capacity and turbine capacity. 2) Save some of the water in the 
reservoirs and buy spot in the market in order to meet contract obligations. 3) Save 
some of the water in the reservoirs and instead use thermal generation, either from 
own plants or bought from an external plant to an agreed price (VTh), in order to 
make more benefits of the heavy price fluctuation in the market. The focus in this 
paper is the value pr kWh thermal generation yearly capacity under the described 
circumstances of alternative 3. 
The hydro dominant Nordic system has some special properties. Much because of 
the variability and uncertainty in rainfall, short time prices (spot and short forward) 
tend to be very volatile (see Figure 6.1). Reservoir levels, recent rainfall and 
weather forecasts have a great impact on short term prices. Therefore, short term 
electricity prices are often termed as "weather derivatives". The focus of the paper 
7 Statkraft SF is the state-owned generating company with an average generation of 42 
TWh (almost 35 % of total national generation capacity) (Statkraft, 2007) 
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though, is to estimate the value of enhanced flexibility when a hydro based opera-
tor also controls thermal generated supply of gas-fired, coal-fired or nuclear. The 
results will also briefly be discussed in relation to system level analysis. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 examines the relationship between the 
spot price (system price) and three of the relatively short forward contracts traded 
at Nord Pool. This enables a thorough analysis of the forward-spot spread as the 
relevant alternative cost for hydro operation. This is linked to the data of reservoir 
levels, changes in reservoir levels and deviation from median reservoir level 
through a regression analysis. The findings enable the explanation of the forward-
spot spread and hence the relevant alternative cost. 
The results are utilized in Section 3 in a decision model based on the switching 
option model of Kulatilaka (1988) which implies an option value of a flexible 
situation per kWh yearly thermal capacity. The pervasive uncertainty in the model 
lies in the national water reservoir levels, as representing the level for an average 
producer, and hence the alternative cost of hydro generation. The results will be 
discussed with the purpose of capturing the impact on value for an operator as well 
as benefits at system level. Section 4 draws the conclusions and implications. 
g This is e.g. the case for several plants in Western and Northern Norway close to energy 
intensive factories. 
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6.2 OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY, THE ALTERNATIVE COST OF 
HYDRO GENERATION AND THE OPERATIONAL COST OF 
THERMAL GENERATION 
Operational flexibility is often treated as one of the most paramount real options, 
termed switching options. The main idea consists of the right to be able to switch 
between two different modes. This switching option enhances value if the value 
created by being flexible compared to rigid systems exceeds the extra cost. Switch-
ing options is mostly studied in relation to the energy industry, but is also applied 
to other industries such as shipping (Koekebakker, Adland, & S0dal, 2006) and 
manufacturing (He & Pindyck, 1992; Kulatilaka & Trigeorgis, 1994). 
A number of studies have focused on the applications of switching options with 
regard to valuation within the energy industry. This has particularly applied at plant 
level (Antikarov & Copeland, 2003; Bergendahl & Olsson, 2006; Fleten, FHi0yen, 
& Kviljo, 2007; Fleten & Nasakkala, 2005; Kulatilaka, 1993; Trigeorgis, 1996). 
Other studies have also been carried out concerning the utilization of the comple-
mentary characteristics of hydropower and other energy sources at system level 
(B6langer & Gagnon, 2002; de Moraes Marreco & Tapia Carpio, 2006; de 
Neufville, 2001; Vogstad, 2000). Vogstad (2000) considers hydro versus wind 
energy in a Nordic context and concludes by estimating an additional value of up 
to 9 % through incorporating wind power in a hydro based system9. Application to 
9 The estimates vary according to different assumptions. The premium for a wind mill 
project ranges from 3.7 up to 9 %. The approach is though founded on simulation tech-
niques and not option theory. 
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finn leve!. though, where an operator cootrols more than one plant, is virtually 
non-existing. 
The switching option valuc in the setting of this paper would canecm the valuc of 
minimizing east, guite analogue to the option of switching fuels (Kulatilaka, 1993). 
The ielea IS that the different east stmcture in the different generation technologies 
can lead to financial benefits in a Oexible system. Sillce the foeus is on operationai 
Ocxibility, the illVCSt111COt costs and fixcd costs can be ignorcd. The relevant costs 
in therma power generation c011sist then of operational east and fuel east, whereas 
thls is by no means sa obvious for hydro power generation. The operational east 
for hydro power is dose to zero when maintenanee is ignored (NVE, 2002). Henee, 
as conesponding eost, it seems more appropriate to relate to the altemative cost of 
hydro generation; this is the cost for present generatioIl, thereby saerificing later 
generation in peak price periods. This fonvard-spot spread tollows a seasanal pat-
tem and is very volatile and will be further diseussed later on this study. The pres-
enee of flexibility thus brings advantages with regard to adapting to the uncertainty 
of the level of the alternative cost of hydro generation. 
To meet eontraet obligations, an operator may trade in the market. However, il' 
thennal generation is available to a lower pricc than the cunent spot price, this 
beeomes a better source of generation in order to save water for peak price periods. 
There are some assumptions to make befare making the ealeulations. It is hard to 
negleet that an introduction of thennal generation would influenee the electrieity 
priee pattern. Nevertheless, the Norwegian (and Not'die) system \vill remain hydro 
dominant. Jnvestments lt1 severai thermal pO\ver plants of e.g. 10 TWh in total 
would still give a hydro dominanee of approximate1y 93 %. In addition, bearing in 
mind that there is an inereased eonstruetion and implementation of small seale 
hydro power plants as well, this pereentage should grO\v even more. Hydro domi-
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nance would seem to continue, and there are arguments for relying on the validity 
of the presented model of the alternative cost of hydro generation. Therefore, de-
~pite being aware of this a~pect, it is ignored in the ca1culations. 
Another assumption is regarding the realism of the operator's situatiol1. The ap-
proueh assumes that there always will be generation due to Jack-up in industry 
contracts, even if the alternative cost is high. At the same time there is thennal 
generation availablc. All invcstmcnts are though undertaken, henee there are short 
term switching opportunities that are analyzed (Dixit, 1992). These assumptions 
may be viewed strong. Nevertheless. they are not out of range and do make the 
ealculations viable. 
6.2.1 Reservoir level, short term forward prices and the alternative eost of 
hydro generation 
Previous studies of the relationship between the national reservoir level and the 
spot-forward spread (convenience Yleld) have been undertaken by Gjølberg & 
Johnsen (2001) and Botterud, Bhattaeharya, & Ilie (2002). HO\vever, they stress 
that Nord Pool reprcscntcd a young and possibly immature and inefficient markct 
place at that time, and thus futlIres and forward prices were occasionally olltside 
theoretical arbitrage reasonmg. This having possibly been the case in 2001, ane can 
argue that it is of interest to investigate these re1ationships now - at a time \vhen the 
Nm·die cJeetrieity market has. matured and beeome more experieneed. 
Thls study intends to link analytieal results from more comprehensive data (up to 
2006) to the effeet on value of a hydro-based power operator adding thennal gen-
eration to supply the load. The underlying hypothesis ean be stated here: it is value 
enhaneing to possess and contral alternative generating teehnologies sa that rela-
tively more pO\ver IS generated when prices are higher (and aggregate \vater reser-
voir levels are low). The aim of this study IS to analyze the impaet on value of be-
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ing able to switch between alternative sources of generating technologies in order 
to take advantage of higher prices when national reservoir levels are running low. 
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Figure 6.1: System price (spot price) development 2ih October 1997 - 29th December 
2006 (NOK pr MWh). 
A prominent feature of both the Nordic and Norwegian electricity markets is the 
relatively low correlation between short and long term forward prices 10 (Koeke-
bakker & Ollmar, 2005). Pilipovic (1998) claims that electricity prices exhibit 
"split personalities" because of the lack of consistency between long term and short 
10 The structure of the forward contracts at Nord Pool is based on calendar month, quarter 
(three calendar months) and year contracts. Short term forward prices relate to the con-
tracts within one year and long term prices to the contracts maturing more than one year 
ahead in time. 
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term prices. Lang tenn price driving factors have little impact on short term price 
changes and vice versa. Both Koekebakker (2002), Koekebakker & 011mar (2005) 
and Lucia & Schwarlz (2002) stress the seasonal pattem of electricity prices (sec 
Figurc 6.1). 
Even if it is the long term prices that are usually of most interest in valuation is-
sues, it is the relationships between reservoir levet, spat price and shor! forward 
contraets that provide the focal point ofthis part oflhe study. Ihis is cxplaincd by 
the alm of study ing the forward-spat spread representing an altemative cost for 
hydro electric generation and hence having an impact on vallle. The relationship 
between spat and forward prices in general terms has been diseussed on severai 
occasions (Brennan, 1991). The c1assie equation states: 
F,(T)~S,(l+r)" +W-Cy (6.1) 
where F,(T) is the forward (or futures) priee observed at time t for a contraet that 
has maturity at time T, ,. is the risk free interest rate, W is the storage east and CY 
denotes the convenienee yield. In the hydro based e1eetricity generation industry it 
\voulct not seem a controversial assumption to negleet the storage eost and hence 
set rv=o. 
Aceording to Pindyck (1990), the convenience yield is highly convex in invento-
ries_ becoming large as inventory leve! is low. This is c1early re!ated to the expecta-
tions of availability in the contraet period. E1cetricity does though possess some 
peculiar properties. Because of the lack of storage possibilities, some careful eon-
siderations should be made. Botterud_ Bhattaeharya, & Ilie (2002) points out that 
asymilletrical aspect do exist between the supply and demand side of il hydro 
power based electric it y market. They argue that a certain degree of flexibility in 
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generation supply certainly does exist, which can further be used for profit pur-
poses during price peaks in the day ahead spot market. There is, however, no corre-
sponding situation on the demand side, with limited opportunities to adjust demand 
according to the price level. Strong incentives do exist therefore for a risk averse 
demand side to lock in as much as possible of expected future demand in the for-
ward/futures market. The consequence is a hypothesis of negative convenience 
yield and a negative risk premium in keeping with the contango hypothesis. Their 
empirical findings based on data from 1995 - 2001 11 support the hypothesis. 
More flexibility in power generation than implied by Botterud et al. (2002) does, 
however, exist. In the Norwegian context the water reservoirs are capable of stor-
ing water with a low probability of overflow (NVE, 2006). This enables operators 
to act with a certain degree of flexibility and generate more when prices are high. 
But when water reservoirs are running low, this flexibility diminishes. In sum this 
should lead to a theoretical relationship between reservoir level and CY. From (6.1) 
one obtains (when W is ignored): 
er; = Sr (1 + r)T-r - F, (T) (6.2) 
11 They studied the risk premium for four types of futures contracts, with maturity 1,4,26 
and 52 weeks ahead. The absolute value of the negative risk premium increased from 1.5 
% to 18.3 %. 
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The definition of convenience yield is "the flow of services accruing to the owner 
of a physical inventmy but not lo the Qwner of conlracl for tulure delivcJY" (Bren-
nall, 1991). Because of the peculiar properties of electricity , this parameter often 
has a negative valuc conccming short fOf\vard contraets (Kjærland, 2007). The 
absolute vallle of the CY daes then refer to an alternative cost for hydro electric 
power generation. The relevant alternative cost, Cl!, for genera ti on operators is 
though consequently the forward-spat spread. Fonnally one gets: 
cH = F,(T) -s 
I (l+r)T-1 I (6.3) 
Tabk 6.1: Dc-scriptive statisties of spot and relc\'ant forward prices ('\IOK/MWh). 
Number of Min. Max. Mean Standard 
observations deviation 
System priee lOS 46.02 610.K2 213.36 107.295 
Forward one 
111011th 108 69.08 591.84 221.60 115.050 
FOr\vard two 
months 108 76.50 624.37 223.23 114.210 
Forward three 
111011ths 108 74.75 664.27 222.96 114.03 I 
in whieh Cl! denotes the alternative eost for hydro generation. This forward-spot 
~pread i~ an impmtant parameter when analyzing this industry. Cl! can be viewed 
as an alternative eost for the operator because present generation can kad to lost 
future produetion in peak priee periods. Cl! captures the value per kWh ofsaerific-
ing generation S0111e months ahead when pnees may be higher. This relationship 
~hould therefore be examined eareful1y, to establish ""hat available data reveals 
eoneerning this parameter. 
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This leads to an empirical estimation of CtH in equation (6.3). The spot price is the 
so-called system price 12. The system price development is shown in Figure 6.1. 
Table 6.2: Estimation ofthe C' (equation (6.3), NOKlMWh). 
Number of Min. Max. Mean Standard 
observations deviation 
one month 
forward contract 108 -59.72 95.28 7.44 25.86 
cH two month 
forward contract 108 -127.69 126.28 8.27 36.72 
cH three month 
forward contract 108 -132.30 182.90 7.22 44.84 
12 The system price is the equilibrium price when net congestion is ignored. Due to con-
gestion there are normally different equilibriums in different areas (Norway is divided 
into three zones), but the system price reflects the general spot price relevant for the 
analysis performed in this paper. 
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Figure 6.2: cH (forward-spot spread) for one, two and three month forward contracts 
1998 to 2006 (equation (6.3)). 
In order to analyze the forward price one needs to choose some of the forward or 
futures contracts which capture the difference between spot price and near forward 
price, As pointed out by Lucia & Schwartz (2002) the issue of sufficient liquidity 
should be taken into consideration. The financial market at Nord Pool has devel-
oped and changed since the introduction of financial futures in 1994, since the 
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design of financial instruments considers the needs of the different participants 
(Nord Pool, 2005). The forward contract structure from 2004 is based on calendar 
month, quarter (three calendar months) and year contracts. To capture the intended 
relationship all the three monthly forward contracts are chosen. These are observed 
from late 2003 to 200613. During the period 1998 to 2002, the weekly block con-
tacts are used. By using the weekly forward contracts one can estimate the corre-
sponding forward prices to the monthly contracts from 2003. Furthermore, the 15th 
of each month is chosen and with three prices each month being observed. The 
sample consists then of 108 observations (9 years). Some summary statistics can be 
found in Table 6.1. As risk free interest rate is used the monthly average of the 
nominal NIBOR (Norwegian InterBank Offered Rate) rate of respectively one, two 
and three months, obtained from Norges Bank (2007). 
The data is used to calculate the alternative cost, cH. The average results are shown 
in Table 6.2 and the data is plotted in Figure 6.214. Figure 6.3 shows the average ell 
for the above-mentioned three contracts together with the national reservoir level 
development. The figures reveal heavy fluctuations and a seasonal pattern as previ-
ously commented on. This relationship is confirmed when making a more system-
atic approach in a correlation analysis as shown in Table 6.3. 
13 From late 2005 to 2006 the observed price are in Euro and is changed into Norwegian 
currency (NOK) by using the actual exchange rate the trading date (obtained from Norges 
Bank (2007)). 
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Reservoir statistics are provided from the database of NVE (the regulator). NVE 
collects and publishes reservoir levels on a weekly basis from 1998 - 2006. Figure 
6.3 and Figure 6.4 show this for 2001 to 2006. One can recognize the heavy de-
crease in autumn 2002 causing the extremely high prices in late 2002 and early 
2003. This also causes extremely low ell - as can be seen in both Figure 6.2 and 
Figure 6.3. Figure 6.4 also reveals the low reservoir level in late summer/early 
autumn 2006, followed by an unusual increase during the rest of the year, which is 
due to an extremely mild and wet autumn. This explains the high prices during the 
late summer/early autumn, whereas there was a significant decrease in price levels 
for rest of the year. The observations of extremely high cH in the early autumn of 
2006 can be recognized in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3. 
Table 6.3: Correlation (Pearson) for CH and the water reservoir levels at national level 
(WRL). 
Average cH 
1 month 2 months 3 months 
WRL 0.370 0.457 0.492 0.475 
14 The mean of the convenience yield is negative according to theses data, consistent with 
the contango hypothesis - the reason being the peculiar properties of electricity as e.g. 
explained by Botterud et al. (2002) and Koekebakker (2002). 
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Figure 6.3: Average forward-spot spread (cH) and national water reservoir level 
(WRL, in percent) 1998 - 2006. The positive correlation can be observed. 
6.2.2 Explaining the alternative cost, CH 
The above analysis reveals that spot price, forward price and the forward-spot 
spread fluctuate greatly and this can be correlated to the reservoir level, published 
each week by the regulator (NVE). To further test the described relationship be-
tween reservoir level and the forward-spot spread, the following regression equa-
tion is estimated: 
(6.4) 
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in which ell denotes the average forward-spot spread (as defined in equation (6.3)) 
at time t of one, two and three months forward contracts and WRL denotes the na-
tional reservoir level in percent of maximum capacity. 
National Reservoir Level 2002 ~ 2006 
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Figure 6.4: Reservoir inventory at national level 2001 - 2006, in per cent of maximal 
capacity. The X-axis consists of week no. "Median" is for each week the median level 
of national reservoir levels 1970 - 2006, as disclosed by NVE. 
The industry is very much concerned with changes in reservoir levels, leading to 
include the last week reservoir change observation in the model (Gj0lberg & John-
sen, 2001). To also try to capture the hydrological situation, one includes a variable 
that measures the deviation from the median reservoir level. This variable captures 
the situation if it is a "wet" or "dry" year. Hence an extension of the model be-
comes: 
(6.5) 
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in which Ll WRL denotes the change in reservoir level during the last week in per-
centage points (~WRLt = WRLt - WRLt_1 ) and LlA1EDt (=WRLt -MEDt ) denotes 
the difference between median reservoir level the actual week and the reservoir 
level as disclosed by the NVE. Descriptive statistics and correlations (Pearson) of 
these independent variables is reported in Table 6.4. 
Table 6.4: Descriptive statistics and correlations of the independent variables (WRL, 
AWRL, AMED) in the regression equation (6.5). 
Variable Number of Min. Max. Mean Standard 
observations deviation 
WRL 108 18.7 94.1 63.85 19.49 
LlWRL 108 -3.5 7.5 -0.11 2.46 
LlMED 108 -26.4 19.1 -2.62 10.28 
Correlation (Pearson) 
LlWRL LlMED 
WRL 0.103 0.331 
LlWRL 0.192 
The weekly disclosure of NVE does emphasize both the change in reservoir level 
and the observation in light of the median level the actual week. Observers and 
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commentators in the industry do the same. Hence, there is a solid foundation for 
the choice of these independent variables. 
Table 6.5: Results of regression analysis of the relation between average forward-spot 
spread (CH) and national water reservoir levels 1998 - 2006 (T-values in brackets). 
Equation n Po PI P2 P3 DW15 -2 R 
(6.4) 108 -45.192 0.827 1.161 0.218 
(-4.543) (5.551) 
(6.5) 108 -56.170 0.962 4.496 -1.104 1.371 0.378 
(-5.848) (6.820) (4.193) ( -4.072) 
The estimation results of the regression analyses are reported in Table 6.5 and Ta-
ble 6.6. A plot of the results of equation (6.5) is shown in Figure 6.5. The results 
are consistent with the results of Gj0lberg & Johnsen (2001). There is a significant 
positive relationship between water reservoir level and the forward-spot spread, 
which may surprise. Nevertheless, this is the empirical findings. At low reservoir 
levels there is a negative forward-spot spread, as indicated by the negative constant 
term. At a reservoir level of about 55 percent, the spread becomes positive (equa-
tion (6.4». When reservoir levels are high, the spot price is low and hence, the 
forward-spot spread is high. When reservoir levels are low, the spot price is higher 
and consequently the spread becomes negative. The spot price seems to dominate 
15Lower critical value ofDW for 100 observation and 3 explanatory variables is 1.61. 
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the short forward prices. This explains the positive sign of the ftl-coefficient of 
equation (6.4) and (6.5). 
The Durbin Watson test shows that autocorrelation does exist in the models. This 
leads us to perform a robust test of the model (Gujarati, 2003; Wooldridge, 2003). 
The robust test shows slightly different T -values, but all coefficients remain sig-
nificant at the 1 % level. No multicollinarity was detected (VIF < 1.2 for all three 
independent variables). 
Table 6.6: Results of the regression analysis of equation (6.5) with respectively, one, 
two and three months cH as the dependent variable (T-values in brackets). 
Equation n Po PI P2 P3 -2 R 
(6.5) 
1 month 108 -36.603 0.651 1.043 -0.991 0.252 
(-4.565) (5.532) (1.166) (-4.386) 
2 months 108 -58.589 1.007 4.530 -1.173 0.346 
(-5.505) (6.446) (3.815) (-3.909) 
3 months 108 -73.319 1.228 7.917 -1.146 0.439 
( -6.086) (6.945) (5.890) (-3.374) 
The results show that, taking into consideration the last week change in reservoir 
levels and the deviation from the median value of the reservoir level, hypotheses 
that these independent variables have impact on the forward-spot spread are sup-
ported. This forward-spot spread on the studied contracts is sensitive to inventory 
information published from the regulator every week. The findings also confirm 
that the hydrological conditions, depending on the observations are done in a "wet" 
or "dry" year, also have influence. The observed ell and predicted ell (based on 
equation (6.5» are plotted in Figure 6.5. It is observable that the extreme situations, 
as winter 2002/03 (very low WRL after a "dry" autumn and cold part of the early 
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winter) and late autumn 2006 ("wet" and mild period), are not fully captured by the 
model. 
8 
... 
:5 
... 
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Figure 6.5: Observed average f!I (solid line) versus predicted average CH (dotted line) 
(equation (6.5)). 
This completes the analysis of the forward-spot spread. When reservoir levels are 
running low, there is a negative forward-spot spread, making the alternative cost 
negligible. Hence, there are no benefits involved in including alternatives. How-
ever, in times when the forward-spot spread is high, the alternative cost of generat-
ing is significant. Thus it becomes economically interesting to have the opportunity 
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to switch to alternative generation in order to generate more in peak price periods, 
assumed that the cost of using such generation is lower that the spot price. 
6.2.3 Operational cost of thermal generation 
The relevant cost of thermal generation is operational costs and fuel costs, if the 
plant is owned by the hydro-operator, or the agreed price, VTh , ifthere is an option 
agreement with a thermal operator. 
The cost of operating a gas fired thermal power plant is complex, and depends 
particularly on exogenously determined gas prices. According to Bolland (2006), 
the operational cost for an average gas fired thermal power plant in the Norwegian 
context would be NOK 0.0243/kWh and the fuel cost NOK 0.2855/kWh - based 
on a gas price of NOK 1.73/Sm3 16. Hence, the flexibility value involved in des-
patching gas fired thermal power to a hydro producer would yield a low switching 
option value. However, gas prices are highly volatile and have at present (2007) 
reached a high level compared to for instance 2004 prices which were much lower 
(average price in e.g. 2004 was NOK 0.97/Sm3 (SSB (Statistics Norway), 2007). 
The operational cost of nuclear and coal fired thermal plants is lower. Concerning 
the operational cost of nuclear power, a number of country-specific factors do ex-
ist. Technological improvements have nevertheless lowered the cost considerably, 
making nuclear energy the cheapest alternative compared to other non-hydro gen-
16 According to Statistics Norway this was the average gas price in 2006 (SSB (Statistics 
Norway),2007). 
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eration technologies. According to WNA (World Nuclear Association, 2005), the 
operating cost, including fuel and maintenance, in Finland and Sweden is currently 
at a level of NOK 0.08/kWh. This then represents the relevant cost of an input pa-
rameter in the model of proposed in this paper. 
The operational cost of coal fired thermal power plants is higher than that of nu-
clear plants, but lower than plants fuelled with gas. According to statistics from the 
Nuclear Energy Institute (2007), the average cost for U.S. plants is approximately 
NOK 0.14/kWh. This operating cost can serve as the base case input parameter, 
even if there are some factors that are complicating transference to a Norwegian 
setting. 
Table 6.7: The operational cost and fuel cost used in the analysis of different types of 
thermal generation, along with an estimated external renting price. NOKJkWh. 
Gas-fired Coal-fired nuclear 
0.31 0.14 0.08 0.30 
However, if the situation is that thermal generation is rented from another operator, 
the relevant parameter is the agreed price, termed V Th . The level of VTh would obvi-
ously be independent from type of fuel, but be probably somewhere below the 
general long forward prices traded at Nord Pool. A careful estimate would be NOK 
0.30/kWh. 
This provides the basis for a further analysis in the next session, aimed at estimat-
ing the value of being able to switch between hydro and an alternative of thermal 
generation. The numbers used in the following analysis is shown in Table 6.7. 
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6.3 MODEL DESCRIPTION AND NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 
6.3.1 The decision madel framework 
This session describes the model for quantifying the value of the operational flexi-
bility provided by controlling both hydropower and a type of thermal power (de 
Moraes Marreea & Tapia Carpio. 2006). The madel assumes a situation where a 
genera ting company can s\vitch and operate in cither onc of two different modes, H 
(hydro) or Tit (thermal). If thermal is bought extemally, there are t\\/O conditions 
for exercismg sueh an option to become economically interesting; 1) Clf > () and 2) 
JJII < S (spot price). 
The switching aspect reJates though only to a portioll of the hydropower genera-
tion. Because of the contract obligations the operator cannot produce under a cer-
tain leve!. But there is an option va lue for every kWh below this levd that can be 
replaeed by available thennal generation in times whcn C" is high. The follO\ving 
deseription relates to this pat1 of the produetion. 
Associated with eaeh mode i~ a ea~h flow depending on the uncel1ainty ineorpo-
rated in the made!. In each period, in this contcxt anc week, the operator can 
choose which mode to operate in. The nature of the situatioll described in this pa-
per suggests focusing on the eost flows attached to each mode. Hence, in each 
made one can compare the altemative east for hydro energy generation with the 
operational and fud east of thennal generation (respectivc\y gas, eoal and nuc1ear) 
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or VTh . The objective is to minimize the operational cost flow in each period, which 
in the setting of this paper is each week. 
In the model there is a focus on the cost flow generated in week t at either mode 
hydro (Cll) or mode thermal (CTh) 17. Switching costs relating to interchanging be-
tween the two modes are assumed to be zero. This could be problematic if thermal 
generation was owned by the hydropower generator, since switch on/off costs are 
considerable. However, if the operator possesses an option of renting thermal gen-
eration capacity from another entity, this should not cause controversy. The model 
provides then the net present value of cost saving per kWh yearly available thermal 
power capacity. 
The driving uncertainty in the model is the inflow in the water reservoirs, modelled 
by a stochastic process. We assume that change in reservoir level (ll WRL) in each 
week is truncated normal distributed with expectation the average change in each 
week 1998-2006 and a standard deviation based on the same time series (see ap-
pendix 1). The focus on II WRL is justified due to obvious lack of independence 
between WRLt and WRLt-1. However, it seems more reasonable to assume inde-
pendence between llWRL and WRLt_l . Hence, one gets: 
17 Alternatively VT\ as described previously. 
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WRLt == WRLt _1 + ~ WRLt 
E(WRLt I WRLt _1) = WRLt_1 +E(~WRLt I WRLt _1) ~ (6.6) 
WRLt_1 +E(~WRLt) 
This enables to incorporate the uncertainty in downpour, inflow and hence the res-
ervoir level. Change in reservoir level is a variable with a seasonal pattern. But the 
reservoir level statistics make it possible to calculate for each week the average and 
standard deviation (see appendix 2). These figures serve as input parameters for 
simulating the alternative cost of hydro generation according to equation (6.5), 
which is utilised later in this section. Hence, one incorporates in the model the sto-
chastic and seasonal pattern of inflow and thereby the great differences in alterna-
tive cost throughout the fiscal yearl8. 
When the basis of simulating L1 WRL has been established, one can follow the 
model framework of Kulatilaka (1988). The purpose is to calculate the option value 
of possessing both hydro and thermal power when relating to the inflow and hence 
reservoir level as the stochastic, uncertain factor. This option value is calculated as 
the difference between the values of the flexible situation compared to the rigid 
situation without thermal generation. As previously described, the Cll represents an 
alternative cost for an operator, which can be high in some parts of the year. This 
means that the option to switch between hydro and thermal generation is worth 
18 The simulated values of WRL are programmed to be truncated by the max and min 
value for each week disclosed by NVE for the period 1970 - 2007 (see the R source code 
in appendix 2). 
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ca\culating for those \",ceks of the year whcn ell is at a high level. For the weeks 
\vhen the negative outcome concermng intlow leads to a higher expected Cll than 
the operational co~t of a therma1 power plant, one obtains an option value, due to 
the opportunity of bcing ablc to switch from H to Th. 
The actual mode] derived from Kulatilaka (1988) provides the following: the tlexi-
ble situation is studied for a period of one year; T = 52. At time T-j, when ane 
week remains of the total period, the water reservair leve! \Vill be WRLr --l and the 
operational east [or the last wcck of the pcriod \Vill cither be e lf T I or en, T I 
(VT/l) depending on which mode one is operating in. When only one period re-
mains, the value can be calculated with certamty given by the minimum cost of the 
·bl ' . h /,TiI ('fTil ) h . .1 /,ff lf l h l two POSSI e moues, elt er L r or t e estnnateu L. one (enotes teaetua 
eost of the flexible situation C'" one gets: 
(6.7) 
At time T-2, the co~1 of the flexible system will be the eost of the next period 
(weck) that minimizcs this period's operational cost plus the expeeted value from 
the last period (T-I), This gives: 
C F . [C"(WRL ) CC" l ·'E CF T-2 = mm T·2' T-l + P T-2 'T-l (6.8) 
where p is the risk frec discount faetor for the weck (onc period) cqual to (J '.-r/) 
(altcmativcly: p = e,·,·\I). 
lo eaeh period the operator must contemplate switching to the other node. compar-
ing the expected altemative cost of hydro to the operational eost and fuel eost of 
thennal generation. To capture the switching option value one relates to a summa-
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rization of the eost saving. Ihis is a simplified version of the conceptual model of 
Kulatilaka (1988), since no switchmg eost leads to avoiding that the value is de-
penJing on mndes. The neI present vallle of yearly saved cost in this setting bc-
cornes: 
(6.9) 
=cl/ _C r =_1 I[p-l.CII(WRL,)-min[C11(WRL,),C,' TI 
52 ,~l 
where; t = 1, .... 52; and p = e"'-~' . The optimalization problem is each week to 
choose the mode minimizing the cost for that week. No switching costs simplify 
the ca1culations. The equation gives the net present valne of the yearly cost saved 
per kWh through the accessibility of thennal generation in the flexible silualioll. 
Ihis calculation makcs it possiblc to cstimatc the net present value of saved eost by 
having a flexible situation compared to a rigid situation of purely hydropower. 
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Figure 6.6: The shaded area represents the costsavings calculated in equation (6.9) 
per kWh yearl~' nuclear generation that is used instead of hydro when (!i> eT/I, The 
areas are Iimited of the line of estimated e" (equation (6.5» and the operational and 
fuel cost of nuclear of NOK O.08/kWh. 
6.3.2 Numerical analysis 
The numerical calculations give the results shown in Table 6.8. The option values 
baseJ on equation (6.5) and equation (6.9) can be interpreteJ as the flexible valne 
of introducing thennal power generation for a hyJro-baseJ operator in order to 
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generate 1 k Wh in a year. The option values are highest for nuclear due to the low 
operational cost, and lowest for thermal power plants fuelled by gas. The value in 
the case of nuclear is illustrated as the shaded area in Figure 6.6. 
This option value is the net present value of cost savings due to being able to 
switch to thermal generation in times when the alternative cost of hydro generation 
as a stochastic variable exceeds the operational cost of a thermal power plant or 
renting price 19. The value is a result of high cH during some parts of the year. 
Following these results, one can comment on some implication for an operator 
implementing thermal power generation in addition to hydropower generation. The 
rent of some thermal generation in order to have the opportunity to switch from 
hydro to thermal in some parts of the year for some of the production give some 
benefits, if not VTh is too high. If thermal generation is controlled by the operator, 
the value of flexibility becomes higher. If e.g. a producer controls 100 GWh yearly 
from a thermal nuclear producer (constant through the year) which all can be used 
for saving water to peak price periods, the value of the enhanced flexibility would 
be NOK 6.S million. 
19 The risk free rate is set to 5.2 % p.a. which yields a weekly discount factor of O.lO %. 
This is close to the current risk free rate in Norway (October 2007), however this parame-
ter has little impact on the switching option value. 
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Table 6.8: The option value based on different types of thermal generation (per kWh 
yearly generation capacity) based on equation (6.9). The value represents a premium 
for a hydro based operator of being able to switch to thermal generation in times 
when the alternative cost for hydro is high. 
Type of ther- Input parameters Equation (6.9) Standard 
mal genera- Valuio, yearly deviation 
tion generation 1 kWh (equation (6.9)) 
C(Ctm ,m,t)/52 
Gas fired 
CTh = NOKO.311 kWh 
NOKO.0128 0.0223 
(r = 0.052) 
c(c;n, m, t) / 52 
Coal fired 
C Th = NOKO.14/ kWh 
NOKO.0453 0.0525 
(r = 0.052) 
C(Ctm ,m,t)/52 
Nuclear 
CTh = NOKO.OS/ kWh 
NOKO.0652 0.0660 
(r = 0.052) 
c(c;n, m, t) / 52 
Externally 
VTh = NOKO.30/ kWh 
NOKO.0219 0.0264 
bought 
(r = 0.052) 
20 The numbers are a result of 10000 simulations; see the R source code in appendix 2. 
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The numbers calculated in this subsection give reasonable input regarding the 
t1exibility valne \vhich is relevant in the negotiations of the renl in order lo have 
access to thennal generation or in the assessmenl of an investment in a thelma! 
power plant. The numbcrs shO\v a possiblc significant valuc and should be consid-
ered in the described situation. 
6.3.3 Discussion 
Hydro operators face constantly the optimalization problem of lise now or later of 
the \valer in their reservoirs. No obligation exists for conslanl output. However. a 
large part of the proJuction for a significant number of generating companies is 
lockcd up in lang tenn industry contracts. limiting the possibility of scheduling the 
produetion to peak priee periods. By having an option to eontrol thennal power in 
addition to hydro, there is realism in the ealeulations presented whieh should be 
considered in renting issue~ or inve~tment deeision~. 
Another aspeet to eOlTIment is the uncertainty of fuel prices. The development of 
the eost of nuelear power as fuel seems quite stable ~lt1d not partieularly volatile. 
The cost of eoal as fuel depends on the loeation, bul seems far le~~ volatile than 
petroleum. Neverthcless, stochastie elements do exist in the cost of thennal genera-
tion that are ignored in this analysis, and hence this represents a shortcoming. 
However, the value of operational tlexibility has intuitively represented a value and 
has been taken into aeeount as a qualitative aspeet in sueh assessments. But by 
using the approach presented in this paper, there is a solid foundation for measur-
ing the impaet the switching option aspeets has for the value at both finn and sys-
tem leve!. 
Ihis approach may also hold valid at system levcl. There would always be a de-
mand to be met, and thereby the presented approach yields tmstworthy results. The 
possibility of import could question this point. Nevertheless, the congestion in the 
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net capaeity can partly mcet this argument The calculations can hence be diseussed 
in view of the governmental subsicties (The Ministry of Petroleum and Energy, 
2006b). If the alternative cm! for hydro generation can also be interpreted as a 
deficit cost in a macro pcrspcctivc, the findings can justify and lcgitimatc a part of 
possible subsidies, as done by de Moraes Marreca & Tapia Carpio (2006). Even if 
uncertain factars do exist in Ihis approach. the results show that the switching op-
tion aspec! represents a value that ~houlJ nol be ignored. This should definitely be 
incorporatcd in the valuation oflhe altcrnativcs to hydropower. 
The findings show that the complementary argument is valid and that the switching 
option a~pect ~hould be inc1uded in the economical assessments of adding altema-
tive generation teehnologies. The values in Table 6.8 provide e.g. the willingness 
of paying for the option of renting thennal generation eapaeity. 
6.4 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
This paper represents a real option approach to the valne of operating tlexibility in 
the Norwegian generating indu~try \-vhen adding thennal generation to hydropower. 
The key assumption is the -operator's restrietion in seheduling due to long tenn 
industry contracts. By applying the real option model framework of Kulatilaka 
(19gg), one has been able to estirnate the option value per kWh available therma1 
generation that can be used for sa ving water to peak price periods. Moreover, esti-
mates have been presented of the net present value of minimizing costs bctween the 
alternative cost of hydro and operational cost and the fue! cost of different types of 
thennal generation in the described sitnation where large parts of the hydropower 
generation are locked up in industry contracts. 
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The alternative cost for hydropower operators has bcen developed and modelled 
based on data from Nord Pool and the regulator (NVE). This result in two versjons 
of il madel explaining the forward-spot spread (Cll) ba~ed on \vater rcservoir leve! 
and the hydrologieal situatiol1. The adjustcd R squarcd for the thrcc-factor modcl 
reachcs 0.44 at the highe~t (three month forward conIraeIs, equation (6.5». 
The numcrical calculations of the s\vitching option value show that there are sig-
nificant option values when thennal power plants are controlled by a hydro opera-
tor. However, if therma1 capacity is rcnted externally, the option vallle depenJs on 
the agreed price. If thi~ price is sufficiently low, an option value emerge~. The eal-
eulations are useful in order to either I) asscssment of own thennal investmcnts, or 
2) in negotiations with thennal operators of option contraets. In both situations, the 
switehing option aspeet would provide relevant information in valuation assess-
ments. 
Another implication is that ignoring the option value aspect can kad to underin-
vestment in nuelear and coal fired therrnal generation compared to gas fired plants. 
In other \vord~. from the viewpoint of flexibility. the lea st profitable alternative is 
gas-fircd thennal gcneration. Ncverthc1ess, this is thc only thennal gencration actu-
ally implemented in the Norwegian power system. 
The value of a flexible system can ju~tify and legitimate governmental subsidie~. 
This aSSU111CS that the altemativc east of hydro gcneration can be linked to a kind of 
deficit eost at system leve!. If the estimations of efl are interpreted in this way, the 
ealeulations suggested in this paper par1ly provide a valid argument for subsidies of 
altemative power generation, whieh in turn depends on ~uch support being profit-
able. 
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The stochastic nature of this industry makes it challenging to analyze valuation 
issues. The uncertainty of Ihis paper is related lo the uncertainty in reservoir kveIs 
throughout the year. The regression equations of Cl! are aha Jisputable ~ince they 
only partially cxplain the forward-spat spread. Ncvcrthclcss. the estimations of 
switching option vallles are relevant and provide iosight inlo the vallle of operating 
a situation with flexibility. 
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APPENDIX 1: NATIONAL WATER RESERVOIR LEVEL (WRL) 
STATISTICS: 
(On the following three pages): 
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Week Average WRL Standard Median 
no. (pereent) deviation (WRL, in 
(t) (1998-2006) (WRL) percent) 
1 67.12 10.05 69.8 
2 64.86 10.18 66.8 
3 62.61 975 65.1 
4 59.96 9.51 62.6 
5 57.53 9.49 60.6 
6 55.09 916 58.3 
7 52.51 9.05 56.0 
8 50.02 9.09 53.5 
9 47.44 9.25 50.8 
10 44.76 9.16 48.0 
11 42.06 883 45.5 
12 39.78 8.35 42.8 
13 37.67 8.14 40.5 
14 36.20 8.40 38.8 
15 34.53 8.46 37.1 
16 33.29 8.17 35.4 
17 33.81 8.14 34.6 
18 35.78 8.63 34.2 
19 38.86 884 36.8 
20 42.50 10.22 39.2 
21 46.76 10.05 44.4 
22 50.59 979 47.2 
23 55.00 9.66 50.1 
24 59.78 9.83 54.9 
25 64.34 9.89 62.6 
26 68.44 10.54 67.5 
27 71.87 1068 72.3 
28 74.67 11.02 75.7 
29 76.66 11.58 79.8 
30 78.21 11_72 82.2 
31 78.92 11.64 83.9 
32 79.29 11.88 84.5 
33 79.71 12.07 84.2 
34 80.17 12.18 84.4 
35 80.69 11_76 84.8 
36 81.06 11.39 85.6 
37 81.38 11.31 87.6 
38 81.96 10.92 88.3 
39 82.44 10.31 87.6 
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Week Average WRL Standard Median 
no. (pereent) deviation (WRL, in 
(t) (1998-2006) (WRL) percent) 
41 82.81 9.59 879 
42 81.87 9.79 87.2 
43 81.41 10.38 87.1 
44 81.59 11.21 88.2 
45 80.97 11.23 86.7 
46 79.74 11.19 85.2 
47 78.30 11 .11 82.8 
48 76.78 10.87 80.5 
49 75.12 10.87 78.1 
50 73.33 10.70 75.8 
51 71.53 10.52 74.0 
52 69.49 10.10 71.6 
Week Average Standard Max WRL MinWRL 
no. LlWRL deviation (1970-2007) (1970-2007) 
(t) (1998- LlWRL 
2006) 
1 
-2,81 0,82 46,4 76,8 
2 
-2,27 0,81 43,5 74,6 
3 
-2,24 0,86 42,5 71,7 
4 
-2,66 0,41 40,7 68,9 
5 
-2,42 0,67 38,5 66,9 
6 
-2,44 0,74 36,2 65,0 
7 
-2,58 0,64 33,7 62,0 
8 
-2,49 1,20 31,1 61,8 
9 
-2,58 1,14 28,6 60,1 
10 
-2,69 0,50 26,5 58,0 
11 
-2,70 0,52 24,9 57,6 
12 
-2,28 0,69 23,4 58,0 
13 
-2,11 0,66 22,1 56,8 
14 
-1,47 1,11 20,5 55,4 
15 
-1,67 0,60 18,7 53,8 
16 
-1,24 0,69 17,3 52,4 
17 0,52 1,51 18,7 52,7 
18 1,97 1,59 19,4 57,8 
19 3,08 3,13 20,9 62,1 
20 3,64 1,75 23,0 64,1 
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Week Average Standard Max WRL Min WRL 
no, IIWRL deviation (1970-2007) (1970-2007) 
(t) (1998- IIWRL 
2006) 
21 4,26 1,19 27,1 65,1 
22 3,83 2,20 29,5 67,8 
23 4,41 2,32 35,7 74,3 
24 4,78 1,75 40,6 79,1 
25 4,57 1,55 44,5 84,8 
26 4,10 1,68 46,6 88,4 
27 3,42 1,53 50,0 91,3 
28 2,80 0,69 52,4 93,2 
29 1,99 1,06 53,8 94,7 
30 1,56 1,05 55,2 95,4 
31 0,71 0,76 56,4 96,3 
32 0,37 0,99 57,0 95,6 
33 0,42 0,94 57,2 97,3 
34 0,46 0,92 58,3 97,1 
35 0,52 0,75 59,5 97,2 
36 0,37 0,87 59,7 97,2 
37 0,32 0,85 58,9 96,5 
38 0,58 1,10 58,1 96,6 
39 0,49 1,46 57,8 96,5 
40 0,27 1,29 60,0 95,9 
41 0,10 1,50 62,2 96,7 
42 
-0,94 1,09 63,1 97,1 
43 
-0,46 1,04 63,4 96,5 
44 0,18 1,68 64,3 95,1 
45 
-0,62 1,31 65,1 93,0 
46 
-1,22 1,16 65,3 91,9 
47 
-1,44 1,03 63,5 90,2 
48 
-1,52 1,34 60,6 87,7 
49 
-1,66 0,93 57,7 86,1 
50 -1,79 1,09 54,9 84,6 
51 
-1,80 1,02 52,1 81,7 
52 
-2,04 0,98 49,6 78,8 
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APPENDIX 2: THE R SOURCE CODE 
Thc R source code made for thc 51111ulatiol15 of cquation (6.9): 
library(foreign) 
Iibrary(msm) 
pdf{file~"CH _simulering-WRL %003d.pdf", onefile~F ALS E) 
N~IOOOO 
value=numeric(N) 
SimWRL=numeric(S2) 
Sim WRLchange I ::::numeric(S2) 
xx :::read.spss('H;/PhDfEndringer WRL.sav', 
to.data.frame=TRUE) 
WRLchange I.mean~xx[ I :52,1] 
# WRLchange l.mean 
WRLchange l.sd~xx[1 :52.2] 
# WRLchangel.sd 
MedianWRL~xx[1 :52.3] 
# MedianWRL 
MinWRL"xx[ I :52,4] 
MaxWRl_~xx[1 :52,5] 
WRLuke 1.mean=6 7.1 
WRLuke l.sd~ 10 
cTH=8 #atom 
# cTH~14 #kull 
# cTH=31 #gass 
plot(Min WRL.col·,,"red" .pch"·20,ylim·"c( 15,1 00)) 
points(Max WR L,col ::::"blue" ,pch:::20) 
for (i in l:N) { 
Sim WRL[ l J=rtnonn( l ,mean= WRLuke l.mean.sd= WRLuke 1.sd.lower=Min 
WRL[l], 
uppeFMax WRL[ l]) 
Sim WRLchange I [l)::::rnorm( I ,mean:::WRLchange l.mean,sd:::WRLchange I. 
sd) #ikke trunkert 
for (j in 2:52) { 
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Sim WRLchange l [jJ=rtnonn( l ,mean= WRLchange 1.mean[j],sd=WRLchang 
e l.sd[jJ, 
lower=' Min WRL[j] -Sim WRL[j -I ],upper=' Max WRL[j]-Sim WRL[j-
I]) 
SimWRL[jl"SimWRL[j-1 ]-i-SimWRLehange Ilj] 
} 
points(SimWRL) 
EstCH~-56.170+0.962*SimWRL +4.496*SimWRLehange 1-
1.I04*(MedianWRL-SimWRL) 
# EstCH 
CF~pmin(EstCH,cTH) 
# CF 
DiffÆstCH-CF 
# DitT 
value[iJ~O 
for U in seq(52,1,-I)) value[iJ~value[iJ/l.OOI+DitI[j] 
value[i J~value[ i J/52 
# value[i] 
} 
hist(value) 
mean(value) 
sd(value) 
dev.off(whieh ~ dev.eur()) 
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